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(57) ABSTRACT

The present invention provides an electronic settlement sys-
tem whichis similar to cash settlement and whichis available

even ina gamehall. The present invention provides an elec-
tronic settlement system including an electronic settlement
server, a mobile communication terminal, and a negotiable-
value providing apparatus. In the electronic settlement sys-
tem, the mobile communication terminal acquires, from the
negotiable-value providing apparatus, an equipment ID iden-
tifying the negotiable-value providing apparatus. The mobile
communication terminal then generates a settlement request
message containing a user ID identifying a user, a transfer
amount corresponding to consideration for a negotiable
value, and the equipment ID. The mobile communication
terminal then transmits the messageto the electronic scttle-
ment server. According to the result of a check of the user’s
credit status, the electronic settlement server instructs the
negotiable-value providing apparatus to provide a negotiable
value corresponding to the transfer amount. The electronic
settlement server further requests a transfer of an amount
correspondingto the transfer amount fromthe user’s account
to a predetermined account. Upon receivingthe instruction to
provide the negotiable value from the electronic settlement
server, the negotiable-value providing apparatus provides the
userwithrental balls, rental medals, or the like corresponding
to the transfer amount.
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ELECTRONIC SETTLEMENT SYSTEM,
ELECTRONIC SETTLEMENT SERVER,

NEGOTIABLE-VALUE PROVIDING

APPARATUS, MOBILE COMMUNICATION
TERMINAL, AND ELECTRONIC

SETTLEMENT METHOD

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an electronic settle-
ment system, an electronic settlement server, a negotiable-
value providing apparatus, a mobile communication lermi-
nal, and an electronic settlement method, and more
specifically, to an electronic settlement system, an electronic
settlement server, a negotiable-value providing apparatus, a
mobile communication terminal, and an electronic settlement
method which enable electronic settlement corresponding to
cash settlement.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] With recent advanced information processing and
communication techniques and prevailing communication
infrastructures, a payment method has been diversified, and
various methods replacing payment in cash have been pro-
posed andutilized.
[0003] The methods replacing payment in cash include
credit cards ofwhatis calleda deferred payment type, prepaid
cards, and debit cards, which are of an immediate payment
type.
[0004] Forpayment in gamehalls such as pachinko parlors,
casinos, lickel counters for bicycle and horse races, and vari-
ous lottery stands (hereinafter referred to as gamehalls), a
payment method other than cash payment is expected to
improve users’ (players’) convenience and to increase the
operation rate of game machines and thus the sales of the
gamehalls.

DISCLOSUREOF THE INVENTION 

Problemsto be Solved bythe Invention

[0005] However, in order to regulate players’ excessive bor-
rowing, the use of credit cards in gamehalls is generally
limited. Furthermore, given that a settlement method using
credit cards in gamehalls is permitted, a record on the usage
ofcredit is sent to the player’s homeor a credit companycalls
the player to confirm the player’s identity. This is cumber-
someto the player. Moreover, personal information may leak
becausethe player needs to let the game hall know the play-
er’s eredit card number and personal identification number
for settlement, with the record of the personal information
remaining inside the gamehall. The player maythus have a
considerable resistance to this. Therefore, the utilization and
prevalence of settlement with credit cards in gamehalls is
difficult.

[0006] Furthermore, for payment with prepaid card,
another settlement method other than cash payment, if the
player spendsall of the player’s cash as a result of the game,
the player cannot buy an additional prepaid card. Even if the
player desiresto playa little moreor to eal some food or buy
something in the gamehall after spending all of the player’s
cashforthe game,no settlement methodis presently available
for meeting such a demand. Thus,the gamehall simplyhasto
throw away an opportunity to capitalize on such a potential
demand.
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[0007] Furthermore, to utilize a settlement method other
than cash payment, the user conventionally needs to sign a
prior written contract with a settlement company that under-
takes settlement. Thus, inconveniently, the user cannot imme-
diately utilize the settlement method otherthan cash payment.
[0008] An object of the present invention is to provide an
electronic setUement schemethat is similar to cash settlement

and availablein gale halls.
[0009] Another object ofthe present inventionis to provide
an electronic settlement schemeallowing signing of a con-
tract enabling whatis called. the online utilization of an elec-
tronic settlement scheme.

Meansfor Solving the Problems

[0010] Means for solving the above-described problems
accordingto the present inventionis characterized as follows.
Afirst aspect of the present invention proposes an electronic
settlement system comprising anelectronic settlementserver,
a mobile communication terminal capable ofcommunicating
withthe electronic settlement server, and a negotiable-value
providing apparatus capable ofcommunicating withthe elec-
tronic settlement server and the mobile communicationter-
minal.

[0011] Theelectronic settlement system is further charac-
terized as follows. The mobile communication terminal

acquires equipmentidentification information (for example,
an equipmentID)identifying the negotiable-value providing
apparatus, from a negotiable-value providing apparatus, gen-
erates a settlement request message containing useridentifi-
cationinformation (for example, a user ID) identifying a user,
a transfer amount corresponding to consideration for provi-
sion of a negotiable value, and the equipment identification
information, and transmits the settlement request message to
the electronic settlement server. According to a result of a
check ofa credit status ofthe user identified based. on the user

identification information, the electronic settlement server
transmits, to the negotiable-value providing apparatus, a pro-
vision instruction message instructing the negotiable-valuc
providing apparatus to provide a negotiable value corre-
sponding to the transfer amount, and transmits a transfer
request message requesting a transfer of an amount corre-
sponding to the transfer amount from the user’s account to a
predetermined account. Uponreceiving the provision instruc-
tion message fromthe electronic settlement server, the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus provides a negotiable value
corresponding to the transfer amount (for example, rental
balls, rental medals, prepaid cards, house cardsthat are valid
onlyin the gamehall, and casinochips; hereinafter referred to
as the negotiable valuc).
[0012] Theelectronic settlement system allows even a user
having no cash in handto casily and securely buya negotiable
value.

[0013] A secondaspect of the present invention proposes
an clectronic settlement server that is an apparatus carrying
out an electronic settlement scheme according to the present
invention. The electronic settlement server is characterized in

that upon receiving, from a mobile communication terminal,
a settlement request message containing user identification
information (for example, a user ID) identifying a user, a
transfer amount corresponding to consideration for provision
ofa negotiable value, and equipmentidentification informa-
tion (for example, an equipment ID), whichis information
identifying a negotiable-value providing apparatus from
which the user has requested. provision of the negotiable
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value, from a mobile communication terminal, the electronic
settlementserver transmits, according to arcsult ofa check of
a credit status of the user, a provision instruction message
instructing the negotiable-value providing apparatus identi-
fied based on the equipment identification information to
provide a negotiable value corresponding to the transfer
amount, and transmitsa transfer request message requesting
a transfer of an amount correspondingto the transfer amount
fromthe user’s account to a predetermined account.
[0014] Theelectronic settlement server allows even a user
having no cashinhand to easily and securely buy a negotiable
value.

[0015] A third aspect of the present invention proposes a
negotiable-value providing apparatus carrying out an elec-
tronic settlement scheme according to the present invention.
The negotiable-value providing apparatus is characterized by
transmitting, equipment identification information (for
example, an equipment ID) identifying the negotiable-value
providing apparatus to a mobile communication terminal, and
uponreceiving a provisioninstruction messagetransmitted in
response to a settlement request message containing user
identification information (for example, a user IT) identify-
ing a user, a transfer amount corresponding to consideration
for a negotiable value, and the equipmentidentification infor-
mation, providing the negotiable value corresponding to the
transfer amount.

[0016] The negotiable-value providing apparatus allows
even a user having no cash in handto casily and securely buy
a negotiable value.
[0017] A fourth aspect of the present invention proposes a
mobile communication terminalthat is an apparatus carrying
out an electronic settlement scheme according to the present
invention. The mobile communication terminal is character-

ized by acquiring equipment identification information (for
example, an equipment ID) identifying a negotiable-value
providing apparatus, from the negotiable-value providing
apparatus, generating a settlement request message contain-
ing user identification information (for example, a user ID)
identifying a user, a transfer amount corresponding to con-
sideration for provision ofa negotiable value, and the equip-
ment identification information, transmitting the settlement
request message to the electronic settlement server, and
according to a result of a check of a credit status of the user
carried out by the electronic settlement server, allowing the
electronic settlement server to transmit, to the negotiable-
value providing apparatus, a provision instruction message
instructing the negotiable-value providing apparatus to pro-
vide a negotiable value corresponding to the transfer amount.
[0018] The mobile communication terminal allows even a
user having no cash in hand to easily and securely buy a
negotiable value.
[0019] A fifth aspect of the present invention proposes an
electronic settlement method for carrying out an electronic
settlement scheme according to the present invention. The
electronic settlement method is characterized by comprising
astep ofreceiving equipmentidentification information iden-
tifying a negotiable-value providing apparatus, a step ofgen-
erating a settlement request message containing user identi-
fication information identifying a user, a transfer amount
corresponding to considerationfor a negotiable value, and the
equipment identification information, and transmitting the
settlement request message, a step of, in response to the
settlement request message, inquiring about a credit status of
the user, and according to a result for the inquiry ofthe user’s
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credit status, transmitting, to a negotiable-value providing
apparatusidentified by the equipmentidentification informa-
tion, a provision instruction message instructing the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus to provide a negotiable value
correspondingto the transfer amount, a step of transmitting a
transfer request message requesting a transfer of an amount
corresponding to the transfer amount from an account of the
user identified by the user identification information to a
predetermined account, and a step of, accordingto the provi-
sion instruction message, providing the negotiable value cor-
responding to the transfer amount to the negotiable-value
providing apparatus.
[0020] Theelectronic settlement method allows even a user
having no cash in handto easily and securely buy a negotiable
value.

[0021] A sixth aspect ofthe present invention proposes an
electronic settlement system characterized by comprising an
electronic settlement server capable of requesting a charge
accommodating network (for example, a multi-paymentnet-
work operated in Japan; not particularly limited; hereinafter
referred to as a charge accommodating network) managing a
user account, a settlement company account, and a gamehall
company accountto carry out a transfer betweenthe accounts
and storing a user retained amount and a gamehall company
retained amount, a mobile communication terminal (for
example, a cellular phone with a non-contact IC card; here-
inafter referred to as a mobile communication terminal), and
a negotiable-value providing apparatus (for example, a ball
renting machine,aprepaid card issuing machine,a house card
issuing machine, or a casino chip providing machine; here-
inafter referred to as a negotiable-value providing apparatus).
[0022] Intheelectronic settlement system, the mobile com-
munication terminal communicates with the negotiable-value
providing apparatus via short-distance communication
means(for example, anon-contact IC card and a reader/writer
therefor, infrared communication, or radio communication
means such as Bluetooth; hereinafter referred to as the short-
distance communication means) to acquire equipment iden-
tification information (for example, an equipment ID) iden-
tifying the negotiable-value providing apparatus, generates a
payment request message containing user identification
information(for example, a user 1D) identifying a user and the
equipmentidentification information, and transmits the pay-
ment request message to the electronic settlement server.
Furthermore, the electronic settlement server adds a user
transfer amount (for example, a transfer amount minus a
charge to be paid to a settlement company) corresponding to
an amounttransferred from the user accountto the settlement

company account, to the user retained amount, instructs,
according to the payment request message, the negotiable-
value providing apparatus to provide a negotiable value cor-
responding to a user payment amount (for example, a rental
ball charge of 1,000 yen), subtracts an amount corresponding
to the uscr payment amount from the user retained amount,
while adding an amount corresponding to the user payment
amount to a game hall company retained amount, and
requests the charge accommodating network to transfer an
amount (for example, the game hall company retained
amount minus the charge to be paid to the settlement com-
pany) corresponding to the game hall company retained
amount from the settlement company account to the game
hall company account. Additionally, upon receiving the
instruction (for example, a provisioninstruction message) to
provide the negotiable value from the electronic settlement
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server, the negotiable-value providing apparatus provides the
negotiable value corresponding to the user payment amount.
[0023] The electronic settlement system enables provision
of a new settlement method replacing existing settlement
methods suchas credit cards and debit cards.

[0024] A seventh aspect of the present invention proposes
an electronic settlementserver capable ofrequesting a charge
accommodating network managing a user account, a settle-
ment companyaccount, and a game hall company account to
carry out a transfer between the accounts, and instructing a
negotiable-value providing apparatus to provide a negotiable
value corresponding to a user payment amount(for example,
a rental ball charge of 1,000 yen) according to a payment
request message from a mobile communication terminal.
[0025] Theelectronic settlement server is characterized by
comprising storage means (for example, a database unit) for
storing a user retained amount and a game hall company
retained amount, transfer request processing means (for
example, a transfer request processing unit) for adding the
user transfer amount corresponding to the transfer amount
from the user account to the settlement company account, to
the userretained amount, payment request processing means
(for example, payment request processing unit) for, according
to the payment request message, subtracting the amountcor-
respondingto the user payment amountfrom theuser retained
amount, while adding the amount corresponding to the user
payment amountto the gamehall company retained amount,
and requesting the charge accommodating network to trans-
fer the amount corresponding to the game hall company
retained amount fromthe settlement company account to the
gamehall company account,and provision instructing means
(for example, provision instructing unit) for instructing the
negotiable-value providing apparatus to provide the nego-
tiable value corresponding to the user payment amount.
[0026] The electronic settlement system cnables provision
of a new settlement method replacing existing settlement
methods suchas credit cards and debit cards.

[0027] A third aspect of the present invention proposes a
mobile communication terminal for an electronic settlement

system. The mobile communication terminal carries out com-
munication via short-distance communication means to

acquire equipment identification information identifying a
negotiable-value providing apparatus from the negotiable-
value providing apparatus, generates a payment request mes-
sage containing user identification information identifying a
user and the equipmentidentification information, and trans-
mits the payment request messageto an electronic settlement
server to allow the electronic settlementserverto instruct to

provide a negotiable value corresponding to a user payment
amount (for example, a rental ball charge of 1,000 yen).
[0028] The mobile communication terminal functions as a
terminal apparatus implementing a new settlement method
replacing existing settlement methods such as credit cards
and debit cards.

[0029] An eighth embodimentofthe present inventionpro-
poses an electronic settlement method.
[0030] The electronic settlement method is characterized
by comprising a step (for example, a process S204 of trans-
milling a transfer request) of requesting a charge accommo-
dating network to transfer a transfer amount specified by a
user froma user account to a settlement company account, a
step (for example, a retained amount data process $207) of
adding a user transfer amount correspondingto the transfer
amount, to a user retamed amount for storage, a step (for

Go
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example, $303) of recetving a payment request message con-
taining equipment identification information acquired
through communication with a negotiable-value providing
apparatusvia short-distance communication means and iden-
tifying the negotiable-value providing, apparatus and user
identification information identifying the user, a step (for
example, a process S305 of transmitting a provision instruc-
tion message) of according to the payment request message,
instructing the negotiable-valuc providing apparatus to pro-
vide a negotiable value corresponding to a user payment
amount(for example,a rental ball charge of 1,000 yen), a step
(for example, a transfer process S307) of subtracting an
amount corresponding to the user payment amount from the
user retained amount, while adding the amount correspond-
ing to the user payment amount to a game hall company
retained amount, and a step (for example, a process $402 of
transmitting a transfer request) of requesting the charge
accommodating network to transfer an amount correspond-
ing to the game hall company retained amount from the
settlement company account to the game hall company
account.

[0031] Theelectronic settlement system enables provision
of a newsettlement method replacing existing settlement
methods suchas credit cards and debit cards.

[0032] A ninth aspect of the present invention proposes an
electronic settlement system intended mainly for a single
game hall company and comprising an electronic settlement
server capable of requesting a charge accommodating net-
work managing a user account, a settlement company
account, and a game hall company account to carry out a
transfer between the accounts, the clectronic scttlement
server being capable of storing a user retained amount, a
mobile communication terminal, and a negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus.

[0033] Inthe electronic settlement system, the mobile com-
munication terminal communicates with the negotiable-value
providing apparatus via short-distance communication
means to acquire equipment identification information (for
example, an equipment ID) identifying the negotiable-value
providing apparatus, generates a payment request message
containing user identification information (for example, a
user ID) identifying a user and the equipmentidentification
information, and transmits the payment request message to
the electronic settlement server. The electronic settlement

server adds a user transfer amount (for example. a transfer
amount minus a charge to be paid to a settlement company)
corresponding to an amounttransferred from the user account
to the settlement company account, to the user retained
amount and requests the charge accommodating network to
transfer an amount (for example. the user transfer amount
minus a chargeto be paid to the settlement company) corre-
spondingto the transfer amount from the settlement company
account to the gamehall companyaccount,then according to
the payment request message, instructs the negotiable-value
providing apparatus to provide a negotiable value corre-
sponding to a user payment amount(for example,a rental ball
charge of 1,000 yen), and subtracts an amount corresponding
to the user payment amount from the user retained amount.
Uponreceivingthe instructionto provide the negotiable value
from the electronic settlement system, the negotiable-value
providing apparatus provides the negotiable value corre-
sponding to the user payment amount.
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[0034] The electronic settlement system enables provision
of a new settlement method replacing existing settlement
methods suchas credit cards and debit cards.

[0035] A tenth aspect ofthe present invention proposes aan
electronic settlement server intended mainly for a single
game hall company and which is capable of requesting a
charge accommodating network managing a user account, a
settlement company account, and a game hall company
account to carry out a transfer between the accounts, and
according to a payment request message from a mobile com-
munication terminal, instructing a negotiable-value provid-
ing apparatus to provide a negotiable value corresponding to
a user payment amount (for example, a rental ball charge of
1,000 yen).
[0036] The electronic settlement server is characterized by
comprising storage means (for example, a database unit) for
storing a user retained amount, transfer request processing
means (for example, a transfer request processing unit) for
adding a user transfer amount corresponding to a transfer
amount from the user account to the settlement company
account, to the user retained amount and requesting the
charge accommodating networkto transfer an amount corre-
spondingto the transfer amount from the settlement company
account to the game hall company account, payment request
processing means (for example, a payment request process-
ing unit) for, according to the payment request message,
subtracting an amount corresponding to the user payment
amount from the user retained amount, and provision
instructing, means (for example, a provision instructing unit)
for instructing the negotiable-value providing apparatus to
provide the negotiable value corresponding to the user pay-
ment amount.

[0037] The electronic settlement server enables provision
of a new settlement method replacing, existing settlement
methods such as credit cards and debit cards.

[0038] An eleventh aspect of the present invention pro-
poses an electronic settlement method.
[0039] ‘The electronic settlement method is characterized
by comprising a step (for example. a process $504 of trans-
mitting a transfer request) of requesting a charge accommo-
dating network to transfer a transfer amount specified by a
user from a uscr accountto a settlement company account, a
step (for example, a process S507 of transmitting the transfer
request) of requesting the charge accommodating network to
transfer an amount correspondingto the transfer amountfrom
the settlement company account to a game hall company
account, a step (for example, a retained amount data process
$510) of adding a user transfer amount correspondingto the
transfer amount fromthe user accountto the settlement com-

panyaccount, to a user retained amountforstorage, a step (for
example, $603) of receiving a payment request message con-
taining equipment identification information acquired
through communication with a ncgotiable-valuc providing
apparatusvia short-distance communication means and iden-
tifying the negotiable-value providing apparatus and uscr
identification information identifying the user, a step (for
example, a process S605 of transmitting a provision instruc-
tion message) of, according to the payment request message,
instructing the negotiable-value providing apparatus lo pro-
vide a negotiable value corresponding to a user payment
amount (for example, a rental ball charge of1,000 yen), and
a step (for example, a subtraction process S607) ofsubtract-
ing an amount corresponding to the user payment amount
from the user retained amount.
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[0040] Theelectronic settlement method enables provision
of a newsettlement method replacing cxisting scttlement
methods such as credit cards and debit cards.

[0041] The present invention is further characterized as
follows.

[0042] Before transmitting the provision instruction mes-
sage and the transfer request message, the electronic settle-
mentserver stores a computerized contract document for a
contract signed betweenthe userandthe settlement company
serving as an operatorofthe electronic settlement system,the
contract specifying that the settlement company withdraws
the specified amount from the user account, as well as a
computerized contract documentstorage original attached to
the computerized contract document and having the verified
user’s electronic signature and settlement company’s elec-
tronic signature.
[0043] Furthermore, the electronic settlement server trans-
mits the computerized contract documentstorage original for
a bank in which the user account to be dealt with is present.
[0044] Additionally, the electronic settkement method
according to the present invention further comprises a step of
receiving a computerized contract document for a contract
signed betweenthe user and the settlement company serving,
as an operator of the electronic settlement system, the con-
tract specifying that the settlement company withdraws the
specified amount from the user account, as well as the user’s
electronic signature and electronic certificate both attached to
the contract document, a step of verifying the user’s clec-
tronic signature and electronic certificate and according to a
result of the verification, transmitting a computerized con-
tract document andan electronic signature and an electronic
certificate of the settlement company, anda step of receiving
and storing the computerized contract document, the user’s
electronic signature and the settlement company’s electronic
signature both attached to the computerized contract docu-
ment, and a computerized contract document storage original
including a time stamp.
[0045] According to the present invention having these
additional features, the user can immediately utilize the
settlement method other than cash payment without the need
for a prior written contact betweenthe settlement company
and the user.

Advantages of the Invention

[0046] The present invention allows implementation of
electronic settlement replacing cash settlement and which can
be utilized in gamehalls.
[0047] Another aspect of the present invention allows
implementation of easy and secure electronic settlement
whichcanbe utilized in gamehalls.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0048] FIG. 1is a network diagram showing an example of
an electronic settlement system;
[0049] FIG. 2 is a function block diagram showing an
example of the configuration of a negotiable-value providing
apparatus and a mobile communication terminal:
[0050] FIG. 3 is a diagram showing an example of infor-
mation stored in a payment request generating unit;
[0051] FIG. 4 is a function block diagram showing an
example of the configuration of an electronic contract apply-
ing unit;
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[0052] FIG. 5 is a function block diagram showing an
example of the configuration of an electronic settlement
server;

[0053] [IG. 6 is a diagram showing an example of the
configuration of a user table stored in a database unit:
[0054] FIG. 7 is a diagramofan example ofthe configura-
tion of a negotiable-value providing apparatus table stored in
the database unit;
[0055] FIG. 8 is a function block diagram showing an
example of the configuration of an electronic contract pro-
cessing unit;
[0056] FIG. 9isa sequence diagram showing an example of
the operation of the electronic settlement system;
[0057] FIG. 10 is a sequence diagram continued fromFIG.
9 and showing an example ofthe operation ofthe electronic
settlement system;
[0058] FIG. 11 is a sequence diagram continued from FIG.
10 and showing an example of the operationofthe electronic
settlement system;
[0059] FIG. 12 is a sequence diagram continued from FIG.
11 and showing an example of the operationofthe electronic
settlement system;
[0060] FIG. 13 is a sequence diagram continued from FIG.
12 and showing an example ofthe operationofthe electronic
settlement system;
[0061] FIG. 14is adiagramshowing an example ofaninput
screen displayed in an output unit:
[0062] FIG. 15 is a diagram showing an exampleofthe data
configuration of a settlement request message generated by
the payment request generating unil:
[0063] FIG. 16 is a diagram showing an exampleofthe data
configuration ofa transfer request message:
[0064] FIG. 17 is a network diagram showing an example
of an electronic settlement system according to the present
invention;
[0065] FIG. 18 is a block diagram showing a general con-
figuration of a charge accommodating network;
[0066] FIG. 19 is a function block diagram showing an
example ofthe configuration ofa negotiable-value providing
apparatus and a mobile communication terminal;
[0067] FIG. 20 is a function block diagram showing an
example of the configuration of an electronic settlement
server;

[0068] [IG. 21 is a diagram showing an example of the
configuration of a user table stored in a database unit:
[0069] FIG. 22 is a diagram showing an example of the
configurationofuser retained amountdata storedin the data-
base unit;
[0070] FIG. 23 is a diagram showing an example of the
configuration of a game hall company table stored in the
database unit:

[0071] [IG. 24 is a diagram showing an example of the
configuration of game hall companyretained amount data
stored in the database unit;

[0072] FIG. 25 is a diagram showing an example of the
configurationof a negotiable-value providing apparatustable
stored in the database unit;

[0073] FIG. 26 is a function block diagram showing an
example in which an electronic settlement server has a dis-
tributed server configuration;
[0074] FIG. 27 is a sequence diagram showing an example
of the operation of the electronic settlement system;
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[0075] FIG.28 is a sequence diagram continued from FIG.
27 and showing an exampleofthe opcration of the electronic
settlement system;
[0076] FIG. 29 is a sequence diagramcontinued from FIG.
28 and showing an example ofthe operationofthe electronic
settlement system;
[0077] FIG. 30 is a sequence diagram continued from FIG.
29 and showing an exampleofthe operation ofthe electronic
settlement system;
[0078] FIG. 31 is a diagram illustrating an example of an
operation performed betweenthe clectronic scttlement server
and a charge accommodating network when a user transfer
amountis processed;
[0079] FIG. 32 is a diagram continued from FIG. 31 and
illustrating an example of the operation performed between
the electronic settlement server and the charge accommodat-
ing network when the user transfer amountis processed;
[0080] FIG. 33 is a diagram continued from FIG. 32 and
illustrating an example of the operation performed between
the electronic settlement server and the charge accommodat-
ing network whenthe usertransfer amount is processed;
[0081] FIG. 34 is a sequence diagram showing an example
of the operation of the electronic settlement system per-
formed during communication between the mobile commu-
nication terminal andthe negoliable-value providing appara-
tus via short-distance communication means;

[0082] FIG. 35 is a diagram showinga state observed after
the processing between step $1301 and step $1307 following
the state shown in FIG.33,

[0083] FIG. 36 is a sequence diagram showing an example
of a process of a transfer to a game hall company account in
the electronic settlement system;

 
[0084] FIG.37 isa diagram showingthe result ofexecution
ofsteps $1401 to $1405 following the state shown in FIG.35;
[0085] FIG. 38 is a sequence diagram showing an example
ofthe operationofan electronic settlement system performed
whena transfer froma user accountto a settlement company
account 1s requested according to a third embodiment;
[0086] FIG. 39 is a diagram showing an example ofa state
observed before a usertransmitsa transfer request message to
an electronic settlement server;

[0087] FIG. 40 is a diagram showinga state observed after
the user has transmitted a transfer request message requesting
a transfer of a user transfer amount of 10,000 yen, from the
mobile communication terminalto the electronic settlement

server, wherein the transmission follows the state shown in
FIG. 39:

[0088] FIG. 41 is a diagram showinga state observed after
the user has transmitted a transfer request message requesting
a transfer of game hall company transfer amount, from a
mobile communication terminal to the electronic settlement

server and a charge accommodating network has executed a
transfer process corresponding to the message, wherein the
transmission and executionfollow the state showninF1G. 40;

[0089] FIG. 42 is a diagram showingastate observed after
execution ofa retained amountdata processby the electronic
settlement server following the state shown in FIG. 41;
[0090] FIG. 43 is a sequence diagram showing an example
ofthe operation ofan electronic settlement system 1A per-
formed during communication between the mobile commu-
nication terminal and a negotiable-value providing apparatus
via short-distance communication means;
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[0091] FIG. 44 is a diagram showingastate observedafter
the processing between step 81601 and step $1607 following
the state shownin FIG. 42;

[0092] T'IG. 45 is a block diagram showing an example of
the configuration of an electronic settlement system accord-
ing to a fourth embodiment;

[0093] FIG. 46 is a function block diagram showing an
example ofthe configuration ofa negotiable-value providing
apparatus and a mobile communicationterminal according to
a fourth embodiment;

[0094] FIG.47 is a block diagram showing an example of
the configuration of an electronic settlement server according
to a fourth embodiment;

[0095] FIG. 48 is a diagram showing an example of an
addition process executed bythe electronic settlement system
according to the fourth embodiment;

[0096] FIG. 49 is a diagram continued from FIG. 48 and
showing the example of the addition process executed by the
electronic settlement system according to the fourth embodi-
ment;

[0097] FIG. 50 is a diagram continued from FIG. 49 and
showing the example of the addition process executed by the
electronic settlement system according to the fourth embodi-
ment;

[0098] [IG. 51 is a diagram showing an example of an
addition process executed bythe electronic settlement system
according to the fourth embodiment and whichis different
from the addition process shown in FIG. 48;
[0099] FIG. 52 is a diagram continued from FIG. 51 and
showing the example of the addition process execuled by the
electronic settlement system accordingto the fourth embodi-
ment; and

[0100] FIG. 53 is a diagram continued from FIG. 52 and
showing the example of the addition process executed by the
electronic settlement system according to the fourth embodi-
ment.

DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS

 [0101] 1,1A,1B... Electronic settlement systems
[0102] 10,10A,10B ... Electronic settlement servers
[0103] 20,20A,20B... Mobile communication terminals

[0104] 30,30A,30B... Negotiable-value providing appa-
ratuses

[0105] 40... Financial institution system

[0106] 40A... Charge accommodating network
[0107] 41... User account

[0108] 42... Setthement company account
[0109] 43... Gamehall company account
[0110] 206... Electronic contract applying unit
[0111] 402, 402A... Payment request processing units
[0112] 403, 403A... Database units
[0113] 404... Credit check unit

[0114] 404A... Transfer request processing unit
[0115] 405... Transfer request unit
[0116] 405A... Clearing processing unit
[0117] 406, 406A .. . Provision instructing units
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[0118] 408, 409A ... Electronic contract processing unit
[0119] 410B... Addition request processing unit

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION

[0120] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described below with reference to the drawings.

I. First Embodiment

 1.1. Example of Configuration ofthe Electronic
Settlement System

[0121] FIG. 1is anetwork diagram showing an example of
an electronic settlement system according to a first embodi-
mentof the present invention.
[0122] Inancxample shownin FIG. 1, an clectronic scttle-
ment system 1 has an electronic settlement server 10, a
mobile communication terminal 20, a negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30, an authentication server 90, and a time
stamp server 95. The electronic settlement server 10 is con-
nected to a financial institution system 40 checking credits
and executing a process of transferring a specified amount
froma user’s account to a specified destination account based
on an instruction from the electronic settlement server 10.

Furthermore, the electronic settlement server 10 is connected
to a communication network 50 and. can communicate with

the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 via the commu-
nication network 50. The mobile communication terminal 20
can communicate with the electronic settlement server 10 via

a base station 60, a mobile communication network 70, and a
gateway 80 connecting the mobile communication network
70 and the communication network 50 together. The mobile
communication terminal 20 can also communicate with the

negotiable-value providing, apparatus 30 via short-distance
communication means. The authentication server 90 can be
connected to the electronic settlement server 10 and the
mobile communication terminal 20 via the communication

network 70. The time stamp server 95 can be connected to the
mobile communication terminal 20 via the communication

network. The componentsofthe electronic settlement system
1 will be described below.

1.1.1. Negotiable-Value Providing Apparatus

[0123] The negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 pro-
vides a prepared negotiable value (a tangible object or an
intangible object that can be bought with money) to a user as
consideration for electronic settlement carried out bythe user
using the mobile communication terminal 20. The nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30 in the present embodi-
ment need not necessarily provide a negotiable value directly
to auser. The negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 may be
an apparatus such as a CAT terminal for debit cards which
provides a negotiable valuc indirectly to a user by notifying a
shop of the possibility of clectronic settlement to allow the
shop to deliveran article to the user.
[0124] Furthermore, the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30 may output, transmit, or write electronic data to
another apparatus or a storage medium as a negotiable value.
For example, the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30
maytransmit a message or a command requesting a playing,
machine or a game machine connected to the negotiable-
value providing apparatus 30 via a network to provide a play
or a game. Inthis case, the user can enjoy. through the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30, a play or a game for a
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play or game charge paid utilizing the electronic settlement
system 1. Additionally, the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30 maywrite electronic data such as the number of times
the game machine can be utilized and the amount for which
the game machine can beutilized, to a cellular phone includ-
ing anIC card or anIC card functionora storage medium such
asa USB memory. The user allows a playing machine, a game
machine, an issuing machine, a clearing machine,or the like
to read electronic data from the storage medium to which the
negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 has wrilten the elec-
tronic data. ‘he user can thus acquire a product or a service
provided by these apparatuses.
[0125] FIG. 2 is a function block diagram showing an
example ofthe configuration ofthe negotiable-value provid-
ing apparatus 30 and the mobile communication terminal 20.
The configuration of the negotiable-value providing appara-
tus 30 will be described below with reference to FIG.2.

[0126] ‘The negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 has a
network communication processing unit 301, a provision
control unit 302, a providing apparatus-side short-distance
communication unit 303, and a negotiable-value supply unit
304. The network communication processing unit 301 has a
function of communicating with the electronic settlement
server 10 via the communication network 50. The network

communication processing unit 301 is, for example, a com-
munication board with a protocol stack mounted thereon.
[0127] The provision control unit 302 has the function of
instructing and controlling the operationofthe network com-
munication processing unit 301, the providing apparatus-side
short-distance communication unit 303, and the negotiable-
value supply unit 304. The provision contro] unit 302 is, for
example, a microcomputer with a programinstalled thereon
allowing the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 to be
implemented.
[0128] The providing apparatus-side short-distance com-
munication unit 303 has the function of communicating with
a terminal-side short-distance communication unit 201

mounted in the mobile communication terminal 20. The pro-
viding apparatus-side short distance communication unit 303
is, for example, a reader/write for a non-contact IC card. A
communication scheme used by the providing apparatus-side
short-distance communication unit 303 need not belimited to

radio communication but may be infrared communication.
Turthermore, the present invention can be implemented by a
method of using the mobile communication terminal 20 to
optically read a bar code displayed by the negotiable-valuc
providing apparatus 30 to pass data. Additionally, the com-
munication scheme need not necessarily be of a non-contact
type. The present invention can be implemented by a com-
munication scheme using connection with a communication
cable or a USB socket.

[0129] The negotiable-value supply unit 304 has the func-
tion ofproviding a negotiable value to a user according to an
instruction from the provision control unit 302. ‘The nego-
tiable-value supply unit 304 is, for example, a rental ball
output unit of a ball renting machine, a medal hopper of a
medal renting machine. a casino chip renting machine, a
display of an authentication terminal (CAT terminal), or a
printer. The negotiable value is anything than can be bought
with money. The negotiable value is rental balls, rental med-
als, casino chips, prepaid cards, on-value cards (housecards),
or equivalents.

1.1.2. Mobile Communication‘lerminal

[0130] Now, the mobile communication terminal 20 will be
described with reference to PIG. 20. The mobile communi-
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cation terminal 20 is a terminal apparatus that can communi-
cate with the electronic settlement server 10 via the commu-

nication network 50 and also with the negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30. The mobile communication terminal
20 is, for example, a cellular phone having a non-contact IC
card (for example, FeliCa: Sony Corporation’s registered
trademark) function, a cellular phone with short-distance
comununication means and radio communication means

mounted thereon, PDA (Personal Data Assistant), a portable
game machine, or an IP telephone including a radio LAN
communication apparatus. The mobile communication ter-
minal 20 has the terminal-side short-distance communication

unit 201 allowing communication with the above-described
providing apparatus-side short-distance communication unit
303, a payment request generating unit 202, a radio commu-
nication unit 203, an input unit 204, an output unit 205, and an
electronic contract applying unit 206.
[0131] The terminal-side short-distance communication
unit 201 has the function of communicating with the provid-
ing apparatus-side short-distance communication unit 303.
Theterminal-side short-distance communication unit 201 is,
for example, an IC card chip and an antenna.
[0132] The payment request processing, unit 202 has the
function of generating a settlement request message request-
ing the electronic settlement server 10 to pay consideration
(charge) for the negotiable value provided by the negotiable-
value providing apparatus 30. The payment request process-
ing unit 202 is, for cxample, a microcomputer with an i appli
(“i appli”: NTTDoCoMo,Inc.’s registered trademark; an
application downloaded into a cellular phone to allowa value-
added function to be added and not particularly limiting an
OS; hereinafter referred to as the i appli) mounted thereon.
The payment request generating unit 202 has the function of
storing informationusedfor the user’s payment. FIG. 3 shows
an example of information stored in the payment request
generating unit 202. In the present example, the payment
request generating unit 202 stores a user JD 101 that is infor-
mation uniquely identifying the user registered as the user of
the mobile communication terminal 20, a password 102
required for the electronic settlement server to authenticate
the user, and a bank number 103, a branch office number 104,
and an account number 105 all identifying an account from
which the user withdraws moneyto be paid, and a personal
identification number 106 set for the account. During instal-
lation of an application suchas the i appli allowed to function
as the payment request generating unit 202 by the mobile
communication terminal 20 according to the user’s instruc-
tion or user registration for making services for the present
electronic settlement available, the user is requested by the
input unit 204 to input these pieces of information, particu-
larly the bank number 103, branch office number 104,
account number 105, and personalidentification number106.
The input information is stored in advance as the pieces of
information 101 to 106. The pieces of information 101 to 106
are used to generate a settlement request message requesting
payment of consideration (charge) for provision of a nego-
tiable value. The pieces of information 101 to 106are trans-
mitted to the electronic settlement server 10 as a part of the
settlement request message.
[0133] FIG.2 is referred to again, and the mobile commu-
nication terminal 20 will be continuouslydescribed.
[0134] The radio communication unit 203 has the function
ofallowing the mobile communication terminal20 to connect
to the mobile communication network 70 via the base station
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60 to communicate via the mobile communication network

70. The radio communication unit 203is, for example, a radio
communication circuit having a modulation circuit and a
demodulation circuit. The mobile communication network

70 may be a communication network for commoncellular
phones or for WIMAX or a radio LAN.

[0135] The input unit 204 hasthe function ofconverting the
user’s instruction into an electric signal and passing theelec-
tric signal to the payment request generating unit 202. The
input unit 204 is, for example, keys of a cellular phone, a
touch pen and a touch panel, or a pointing device.

[0136] The output unit 205 has an information output func-
tion of allowing the mobile communication terminal 20 to
communicate informationto the user. The output unit 205 is,
for example, a liquid crystal panel ofa cellular phone, a liquid
crystal panel of a CATterminal, or a small-sized printer.

[0137] The electronic contract applying unit 206 has the
function of executing a process of electronically signing a
contract betweenthe user and the operator, administrator, or
the like (hereinafler referred to as a settlement company) of
the electronic settlement system 1 before the utilization ofthe
electronic settlement system 1; according to the contract, the
settlement company withdraws a specified amount from the
user account.

[0138] FIG. 4 is a function block diagram showing an
exampleofthe configurationofthe clectronic contract apply-
ing unit 206. As shown in FIG.4, the electronic contract
applying unit 206 has a control unit 701, an encryption pro-
cessing unit 702, a storage unit 703, a decryption processing
unit 704, a determination unit 705, and atime stamp acquiring
unit 706.

[0139] The control unit 701 has the function ofintegrally
controlling the operation of the encryption processing unit
702, storage unit 703, decryplion processing unit 704, deter-
mination unit 705, and time stamp acquiring unit 706 to order
starting of each of these units, input and output ofdata to and
from each unit, and the like.

[0140] The encryption processing unit 702 has the function
of generating an electronic signature by a predetermined
encryption method using an encryption key 715.
[0141] The storage unit 703 has the function ofstoring a
user-side electronic certificate 711, a setthement company-
side electronic certificate 712, a computerized contract docu-
ment 713. a computerized contract documentoriginal 714,
the encryption key 715, and the like.
[0142] The user-side electronic certificate 711 is electronic
data certifying that one of the signees of the computerized
contract document 713 is the user himself. The user-side
electronic certificate 711 is electronic data defined in, for
example, X.509 of ITU-T Recommendations and includes
information on the user (an organization to which the user
belongs, the user’s identification name and name, and the
like), a public key, an expiration date, a serial number, and a
signature. In the present example, the user-side electronic
certificate 711 is electronic data issued bythe authentication
server 90.

[0143] According to the present embodiment, the follow-
ing can also beused asthe user-side electroniccertificate 711.
[0144] a)A passwordorthe like issued whena contract for

the mobile terminal is signed with a financial imstitution
having the user account,
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[0145] b)A serial number(user ID) written to the mobile
communication terminal at the same time when the user

downloads an application such as the i appli from the
electronic settlement 10,

[0146] c) The manufacture numberof the mobile commu-
nication terminal 20,

[0147] d) ‘The serial numberofan SIM (SubscriberIdentity
Module Card),

[0148] e) The telephone numberof the mobile communi-
cation terminal 20,

[0149] f) A common ID for the standards typified by
OpenID, and

[0150] g) One or moreofthe results ofa logical calculation
or encryption of the pieces of information a) to f) and
information describing the date and the amount.

[0151] The “OpenID”is a standard for the commonID,is in
a URL format, and can be commonly utilized in OpenID-
compatible sites (see http://openid.net/).
[0152] Thesettlement company-side electronic certificate
712 is electronic data certifying that the other ofthe signees of
the electronic contract document 713 is the settlement com-

pany. The settlement company-side electronic certificate 712
is electronic data defined in, for example, X.509 of ITU-T
Recommendations and includes information onthe user (an
organization to which the user belongs, the user’s identifica-
tion name and name,and thelike), a public key, an expiration
date, a serial number, and a signature. In the present example,
the settlement company-sideelectroniccertificate 712 is elec-
tronic data issued bythe authentication server 90.
[0153] The computerized contract document 713 is elec-
tronic data describing the contents a contract signed between
the user and the settlement company, the operator of the
system and specifying that the settlement company with-
draws a specified amount from the user amount and the bank
in which the user’s account is present agrees that the settle-
ment company withdraws the specified amount from the
user’s account or the bank is requested to permit the scttle-
ment company to withdraw the specified amount from the
user’s account.

[0154] ‘The computerized contract document original 714
is electronic data corresponding to the computerized contract
document 713 with the user’s electronic signature, the settle-
ment company’s electronic signature,and the time stamp. The
computerized contract documentoriginal 714 corresponds to
a sealed contract document between the parties concerned.
[0155] The encryption key 715 is used by the user to gen-
erate an electronic signatureor to decrypt encrypted informa-
tion transmitted bythe electronic settlement server 10. ‘The
encryption key 715is, for example, a secrete key for a public
key scheme or a commonencryption key for a commonkey
scheme.

[0156] The user-side electronic certificate 711 and the
encryption key 715 may be pre-acquired from the authenti-
cation server 90), that is, a certification authority (CA), for
storage or installed in the mobile commmnication terminal 20
by a manufacturer or a vender before shipmentthereof.
[0157] The computerized contract document 713 and the
setlement company-side electronic certificate 712 are
acquired from the electronic settlement server 10 during
downloading of an application such as the i appli described
below. Ofcourse, the computerized contract document 713
and the settlement company-side electronic certificate 712
maybe acquired by a different method.
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[0158] The decryption processing unit 704 hasthe function
of decrypting the settlement company’s electronic signature
transmitted by the electronic settlement server 10.
[0159] The determination unit 705 has the function ofveri-
fying the settlement company’s electronic certificate and
electronic signature transmitted by the electronic settlement
server 10 together with the computerized contract document.
[0160] The time stamp acquiring unit 706 hasthe following
function provided if the determination unit 705 determines
that the computerized contract document is electronically
signed bythe settlement company, based on the settlement
company’s electronic certificate and. electronic signature
transmitted by the electronic settlement server. The time
stamp acquiring unit 706 requests and acquires the time
stamp on the computerized contract document with the elec-
tronic signature, from the time stampserver 95, and transmits
the computerized contract document with the electronic sig-
nature lo the electronic settlement server together with the
lime stamp acquired. Furthermore, the time stamp and the
computerized contract document with the electronic signa-
ture are stored in the storage unit 703 as a computerized
signed contract documentoriginal.
[0161] The electronic contract applying unit 206 and the
mobile communication terminal 20 have been described.

 1.1.3 Electronic Settlement Server

[0162] Now, the electronic settlement server 10 will be
described with reference to FIG. 5. FIG. 5 is a function block

diagram showing an example of the configuration ofthe elec-
tronic settlement server 10.

[0163] The electronic settlement server 10 is an apparatus
including an central processing unit (CPU), a main memory
(RAM), a read only memory (ROM),anI/O device (/O), and
an external storage device such as a hard disk device as
required. The electronic settlement server 10 is, for example,
an information processing apparatus such as a computeror a
workstation. The ROM orthe hard disk device stores a pro-
gramallowing the information processing apparatus to func-
tion as the electronic settlement server 10 or a program allow-
ing an electronic settlement method to be executed by a
computer. The program is placed on the main memory and
executed by the CPU to implementthe electronic settlement
server 10 or to execute the electronic settlement method.

Furthermore, the program need not necessarily be stored in
the storage device in the information processing apparatus.
The program may be provided by an external apparatus (for
example, a server such as an ASP (Application Service Pro-
vider)) and placed on the main memory. Moreover,the elec-
tronic settlement server 10 maybe configured as a centerinto
which all functions are integrated or as distributed servers
divided by functions installed away from one another to
enable a distributed process.
[0164] Theelectronic settlement server 10 shown in FIG. 5
has anetwork communication processing unit 401, apayment
request processing unit 402, a database unit 403, a credit
check unit 404, a transfer request unit 405, a provision
instructing unit 406, a processing resull notifying unit 407,
and an electronic contract processing, unit 408.
[0165] The network communication processing unit 401
has the function of communicating with the mobile commu-
nication terminal 20 and the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30 via the communication network 50. The network

communication processing unit 401 is, for example, a com-
munication board allowing the protocol stack to be carried
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out. Upon receiving a request message from the mobile com-
munication terminal 20, the network communication pro-
cessing unit 401 passes the request message to the payment
request processing unit 402. Upon receiving a provision
instruction messagedestinedfor the negotiable-value provid-
ing apparatus 30 from the provision instructing unil 406, the
network communication processing unit 401 transmits the
provisioninstruction message to the negotiable-value provid-
ing apparatus 30.
[0166] Upon receiving a settlement request message from
the mobile communication terminal 20 via the network com-

munication processing unit 401, the payment request pro-
cessing unit 402 passes the settlement request message to the
credit check unit 404 to allow the credit check unit 404 to

inquire about the credit status of the user having issued the
settlement request message. If the credit check unit 404
receives, from the financial institution system 40, a check
result indicating that the user’s credit status has no problem,
that is, the payment request is acceptable, the payment
request processing unit 402 allows the transfer request unit
405 to gencrate and transmit a transfer request message to the
financial institution system 40. Moreover, the payment
request processing unit 402 allows the provision instructing
unit 406 to generate a provision instruction message destined
for the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 andto trans-
mitthe provisioninstruction messageto the negotiable-value
providing, apparatus 30 via the network communication pro-
cessing unit 401.
[0167] The database unit 403 generates a transfer request
message based on the settlement request message. The data-
base unit 403 further stores information required to generate
a provision instruction message as well as the user’s usage of
the present electronic settlement system. FIG. 6 shows an
example of the configuration of a user table stored in the
database unit 403. A user table 500 is data having one record
501 for each user. Each record 501 stores a user ID 502, a
password 503, a mail address 504, and usage information
505. The user ID 502 is information uniquelyidentifying the
user. The password 503 is information required to prevent a
third party from pretending to be the user to unfairly utilize
the present electronic settlement system. The mail address
503 is information used as a destination address if the pro-
cessing result notifying unit 407utilizes an electronic mail to
notify the user of the processing result of settlement. The
usage information 505 includes various pieces ofinformation
such as the frequency at which the user has utilized the
present electronic settlement system, the amount for which
the user has utilized the system, and the places in which the
user has utilized the system. ‘The usage information 505 is
utilized. for marketing analysis and selective distribution of
recommendation information to the user.

[0168] FIG. 7 shows an example of the configuration of a
negotiable-value providing apparatus table stored in the data-
base unit 403. A negotiable-value providing apparatus table
600 is data having one record 601 for each negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30. Each record 601 stores an equipment
ID 602, an equipmentIP address 603. a destination bank 604,
a branch office name 605, an account number 606, and an
account holder’s name 607.

[0169] The equipment ID 602is information uniquely iden-
tifying the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30. The
equipment IP address is informationutilized as a destination
address for a provision instruction message based on a
received settlement request message having the correspond-
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ing equipment IT). The destination bank 604, the branch office
name605, the account number 606, and the account holder’s
name 607are information requiredto identify the destination
of the transfer amount from the user’s bank account if the

electronic settlementserver 10 receivesthe settlement request
message corresponding to the equipment ID.
[0170] FIG. Sis referred to again, and the example of con-
figuration of the electronic settlement server 10 will be con-
tinuously described.
[0171] The provision instructing unit 406 allows a provi-
sion instruction message destined for the negotiable-valuc
providing apparatus 30 to be generated. The provision
instructing unit 406 transmits the provision instruction mes-
sage to the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 via the
network communication processing unit 401. The address of
the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 is acquired with
reference to the above-described negotiable-value providing
apparatus table 600.
[0172] Furthermore, the processing result notifying unit
407 serves to notify the user whether or not the settlement
request message has been processed. The processing result
notifying, unit 407 generates an electronic mail destined for
the mobile communication terminal 20 and transmits the

electronic mail or describes information indicating the pro-
cessing result on a web page that can be browsed via the
mobile communication terminal 20 and wait for browsing via
the mobile communication terminal 20. The content of the

notification is, for example. the message “‘Scttloment request
has been processed. Thank you for allowing us to serve you”
or “Short balance. Settlementhas failed.”

[0173] The electronic contract processing unit 408 has the
function of cooperating with the mobile communicationter-
minal 20, more specifically the clectronic contract applying
unit 206 thereof, in allowing the user and the operator, admin-
istrator, or the like of the electronic settlement system 1
(hereinafter referred to as the settlement company) to elec-
tronically sign a contract specifying that the settlement com-
pany withdraws the specified amount fromthe user account
before the utilizationofthe electronic settlement system 1 can
be started.

[0174] Furthermore, the electronic contract processing unit
408 hasthe function of transmitting data from the computer-
ized contract documentoriginal certifying the contract signed
betweenthe user and the settlement company, to the financial
institution having the user account.
[0175] Specifically, the electronic contract processing unit
408 has the function of allowing the computerized contract
document 713 to be downloaded into the mobile communi-

cation terminal 20, the function ofreceiving a computerized
contract document 711 with an electronic signature and a
user-side electronic certificate 711 both transmitted by the
mobile communication terminal 20, the function ofverifying
the received electronic signature and user-side electronic cer-
tificate 711, and if the electronic signature and the user-side
electronic certificate 711 are determined to be valid, trans-
mitting the computerized contract document 713 with the
user’s electronic signature as well as the settlement compa-
ny’s electronic signature and the settlement company-side
electronic certificate 712, to the mobile communication ter-
minal 20,the functionofreceiving the computerized contract
document original 714 transmitted by the mobile communi-
cation terminal 20 for storage, and the function oftransmit-
ting the computerized contract documentoriginal 714 to an
apparatus specified. by the financial institution (for example,
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the financial institution system 40 or a network terminal appa-
ratus (for example, a PC) specified by the financial institu-
tion).
[0176] FIG. 8 is a function block diagram showing an
example of the configuration of the electronic contract pro-
cessing unit 408. As showninFIG.8, the electronic contract
processing unit 408 has a control unit 801, an encryption
processing unit 802,a storage unit 803, a decryption process-
ing unit 804, and a determination unit 805.
[0177] ‘Lhe control unit 801 has the function of integrally
controlling the operation of the encryption processing unit
802, storage unit 803, decryption processing unit 804, and
determination unit 805 to orderstarting ofcach ofthese units,
input and output of data to and from cach unit, and thelike.
[0178] The encryption processing unit 802 has the function
of generating the settlement company’s electronic signature
by a predetermined encryption method using an encryption
key 811.
[0179] Thestorage unit 803 has the function of storing the
user-side electronic certificate 711, the settlement company-
side electronic certificate 712, the computerized contract
document 713, the computerized contract documentoriginal
714, the encryption key 811, andthelike.
[0180] The user-side electronic certificate 711, settlement
company-side electronic certificate 712, computerized con-
tract document 713, and computerized contract document
original 714 are the same as thosestored in the storage unit
703 of the electronic contract applying unit 20. Thus, the
description of these units is omitted.
[0181] The encryption key 811 is used by the electronic
setUlement companyto generate an electronic signatureorto
decrypt encrypted information transmitted by the mobile
communication terminal 20, The encryption key 811 is, for
example, a secrete key for a public key scheme or a common
encryption key for a common key scheme.
[0182] Thesettlement company-side electronic certificate
712 and the encryption key 811 may be pre-acquired from the
authentication server 90, that is, the certification authority
(CA), for storage.
[0183] The decryption processing unit 804 has the function
of decrypting the user’s electronic signature transmitted by
the mobile communication terminal 20.

[0184] The determinationunit 805 has the function ofveri-
fying, the user’s electronic certificate and electronic signature
transmitted by the mobile communication terminal 20
together with the computerized contract document.
[0185] Upon receiving the computerized contract docu-
mentstorage original 714, corresponding to the computerized
contract document with the time stamp and the electronic
signature, the control unit 801 allows the storage unit 803 to
store the computerized contract document storage original
714. The control unit 801 further transmits the computerized
contract document storage original destined for the bank in
whichthe user’s accountis present.

1.1.4 Communication Network

[0186] FIG.1 is referred to again, andthe description of the
components ofthe electronic settlement system 1 according
to the present embodiment will be restarted.
[0187] Whether the communication network 50 is a wired
or wireless network and uses a leased or switchedcircuit, the
communication network 50 operates to enable information
transmission between apparatuses connected to the commu-
nication network 50 when each ofthe apparatuses establishes
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a session with the target apparatus. The communication net-
work 50 may be implemented by combining a plurality of
networks via gateways as in the Internet. Furthermore, the
connections may be temporary ones like PPP connections
instead of direct connections to what is called a backbone

provided that information can be transmitted between the
apparatuses when each of the apparatuses establishes a ses-
sion withthe other. The “communication network” may be a
communication network not using path switching means such
as switching equipment, a switch, or a router whichhasfix-
edly distributed leased circuits.

1.1.5 Mobile Communication Network, Gateway, and
Base Station

[0188] Inthe example shownin FIG.1, it is assumedthat a
cellular phoneis used as the mobile communication terminal
20. Thus, in the figure, the cellular phone serving as the
mobile communication terminal 20 connectsfirst to the base

station 60 through a radio circuit and then via the mobile
communication network 70 and the gateway 80 to the com-
munication network 50, to which the electronic settlement
server 10 is connected. However, provided that the mobile
communication terminal 20 can be connected directly to the
communication network 50, the mobile communicationter-
minal 20 may be connectedto the electronic settlement server
10 without passing through the mobile communication net-
work 70 or the gateway 80. For example, if the mobile com-
munication terminal 20 has a radio LAN connection function,
communication via the mobile communication network 70

and the gateway 80 is not required.

1.1.6. Financial Institution System

[0189] In response to an inquiry about the user’s credit
status from the electronic settlement server 1, the financial
institution system 40 replies to the electronic settlement
server 1 with the credit status. In response to a transfer request
from the electronic settlement server 10, the financial insti-
tution system 40 can execute a transfer process (a transfer of
money from one account to another) or request a certain
apparatus to execute the transfer process. Thefinancial insti-
tution system 40 maybe an accommodation system such as a
multi-payment network (see, for example, hitp://www.jampa.
gr.jp/pub/) whichis not run directly by a financialinstitution.
The system replying to the electronic settlement server 10
with the credit status need not necessarily be the same as that
executing the transfer process. I'urthermore, in the example
shown in FIG. 1, the electronic settlement server 10 is con-
nected to the financial institution system 40 via a leased
circuit. However, the present embodiment can be imple-
mented even whentheelectronic settlement server 10 and the

financial institution system 40 are connected together via the
communication network 50. If for example, the financial
institution system 40 is a system prepared by whatis called an
Internet bank, the electronic settlement server 10 and the
financial institution system 40 may be connected together via
the communication network 50.

[0190] Furthermore, the financial institution system 40
may have the function of receiving and storing the compul-
erized contract document original 714 transmitted, by the
electronic settlement server 10. to the financial stitution
having the user’s account. Based on the computerized con-
tract document original 714, the financial institution can
determinethat the both the user and the settlement company
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agree that the settlement company withdraws the specified
amount from the user’s account. It is assumedthat after the

reception of the computerized contract document original
714, the settlement company receives a request message
requesting that the settlement company withdraw the speci-
fed amountfrom the user’s account. Then, the computerized
contract document original 714 serves as a legal ground for
the transfer, by the financial institution system 40, of the
specified amount from the user’s account in response to the
request message even without any special instruction from
the user.

1.1.7. Authentication Server

[0191] The authentication server 90 is an apparatus includ-
ing a central processing unit (CPU), a main memory (RAM),
a read only memory (ROM), an I/O device C/O), and an
external storage device such as a hard disk device as required.
The authentication server 90 is, for example, an information
processing apparatus such as a computer or a workstation.
[0192] The authentication server 90 may further have the
function ofissuing the user-side electronic certificate 711
and/orthe settlement company-side electronic certificate 712
and managing a CRL (Certificate Revocation List) that is a
list of the validity of the user-side electronic certificate 711
and/orthe settlement company-side electronic certificate 712
and replying to an inquiry aboutthe validity.

1.1.8. Time Stamp Service

[0193] The time stamp server 95 is an apparatus including
a central processing unit (CPU), a main memory (RAM), a
read only memory (ROM), an I/O device (I/O), and an exter-
nal storage device suchas a hard disk device as required. The
time stamp server 95is, for example, an information process-
ing apparatus such as a computer or a workstation.
[0194] The time stamp server 95 has the function of, in
response to a time stamp issuance request from the mobile
communication terminal 90, generating and transmitting a
time stamp token to the mobile communication terminal. The
time stampserver 95 is an apparatus operating as atime stamp
station (TSA: Time Stamping Authority) described in RFC
3161.

 1.2. Example of Operation of the Electronic
Settlement System

[0195] Now,the operation ofthe electronic settlement sys-
tem 1 will be described with reference to FIGS. 9, 10, 11, and
12. FIGS. 9 and 10 are sequence diagrams showing an
example of an operation performed by the electronic scttle-
ment system 1 during user registration. FIG. 11 shows an
example of an operation performed when the user acquires a
negotiable value through the electronic settlement system 1
after the user registration. FIG. 12 is a sequence diagram
continued from FIG. 11.

[0196] First, the operation performed by the electronic
settlement system 1 until the user is successfully registered
will be described with reference to FIGS. 9 and 10 and the

subsequent figures. FIGS. 9 and 10 are sequence diagrams
showing an example ofan operation performed by the elec-
tronic settlement system 1 whenthe user is registered in the
electronic settlement system 1 using the mobile communica-
tion terminal! 20.

[0197] First, the user connects the mobile communication
terminal 20 to the electronic settlement server 10 and
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requests. from the electronic settlement server 10, software
for the mobile communication terminal 20 (an application the
function ofwhich canbe added to the mobile communication

terminal 20 by downloading the application into the mobile
communicationterminal 20, forexample, the i appli) whichis
required to receive services from the electronic settlement
system 1 (S101). In response to the request, the electronic
settlement server 10 allowsthe data of an application such as
the i appli and the computerized contract document 713 to be
downloaded into the mobile communication terminal 20

(S102). Upon receiving the i appli and. the computerized
contract document 713, the mobile communication terminal
20 allowsthe data ofthe i appli and thelike to be stored ina
storage device such as a memory, while allowing the comput-
erized contract document 713 to be stored in the storage unit
703 (S103). The i appli is executed by the CPU in the mobile
communication terminal 20 or the like to function as the

above-described payment request generating unit 202, trans-
fer request generating unit 207, electronic contract applying
unit 206, or the like.

[0198] In the above-described embodiment, the electronic
settlement server 10 is also used as a server for downloading
of the application suchas the i appli and a server for down-
loading of the computerized contract document 713. How-
ever, ofcourse, the server for downloading of the application
such as the i appli and/or the server for downloading of the
computerized contract document 713 maybe an apparatus or
a system that is separate from theelectronic settlement server
10.

[0199] ‘The downloadedi appli is started bythe user’s pre-
determined operationvia the mobile communication terminal
20 (8104). Upon beingstarted. for the first time after down-
loading. the electronic contract applying unit 206, that is, the
iappli, allows the output unit 205 to display the computerized
contract document 713 (S104). The electronic contract apply-
ing unit 206 thus urges the user to check the contents of the
computerized contract document.
[0200] Then, the mobile communication terminal 20, more
specifically the electronic contract applying unit 206, accepts
an input indicating whether or not the user is to sign the
electronic contract ($105). For example, the liquid crystal
display, that is, the output unit 205, displays the message
“Contents of contract are displayed. Will you sign contract?
YES/NO”orthe like to urge the user to input an answer.Ifthe
useropts to sign the contract according to the contents of the
computerized contract document 713, the electronic contact
applying unit 206, more specifically the encryption process-
ing unit 702, uses the encryption key 715 to generate an
electronic signature (S106). In the present embodiment, the
electronic signature correspondsto a hashvalue for the com-
puterized contract document 713 in whichthe user’s address,
name, and thelikeare filled, the hash value being encrypted
according to an RSA encryption scheme using the encryption
key 715. However, the present invention is not limited to this
aspect. For example, information may be used which allows
the user to be uniquely identified and which is obtained by
encrypting data that cannot be easily knownbythethirdparty.
However, in this case, the electronic certificate 711 is not
utilized.

[0201] Then, the mobile communication terminal 20, more
specifically the electronic contract applying unit 206, trans-
mits the computerized contract document 713 (in which the
user’s address and nameare additionallyfilled), the electronic
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signature generated in S106, and the user-side electronic cer-
tificate 711 to the electronic settlement server 10 (S107).

[0202] Upon receiving the computerized contract docu-
ment 713 and others transmitted in the above-described S107,
the electronic settlement server 10 inquires ofthe authentica-
tion server 90, that is, an institution issuing the user-side
electronic certificate, about the validity of the user-side elec-
tronic certificate 711 (S108). The authentication server 90
references the CRL (Certified Revocation List) to determine
the validity of the user-side electronic certificate 711. The
authentication server 90 then transmits the result of the deter-

mination to the electronic settlement server 10 (S109).
[0203] If the result of the determination indicates that the
user-side electronic certificate 711 is valid, the electronic
settlement server 10 executes a process ofverifying the user-
side electronic certificate 711 (S110). That is, the electronic
setUlement server 10 uses the public key of the certification
authority (CA) to decrypt the electronic signature on the
user-side electronic certificate 711 to determine whether the

electronic signature has been written by the certification
authority (CA). The electronic settlement server 10 further
determines whetheror notthe user-side electronic certificate
711 has beenaltered. If the verifications in $109 to 5111 are

all successful, the user-side clectronic certificate 711 is deter-
mincdto be credible, that is, the encryption key(for example,
the public key according to the public encryption key scheme)
described in the user-side electronic certificate 711 is deter-

minedto belong to the user.
[0204] If the verification of the user-side electronic certifi-
cate 711 is successful, the electronic settlement server 10
verifies the electronic signature attached to the computerized
contract document 713 (S111). That is, the electronic settle-
mentserver 10 uses the encryption key described in the user-
side clectronic certificate 711 to decrypt the electronic signa-
ture attached to the computerized contract document 713.The
electronic settlement server 10 thus verifies the electronic

signature and determines the validity of the computerized
contract document 713 (the computerized contract document
713 has not been altered).
[0205] Ifthe verification ofthe electronic signature in S111
is successful, the electronic settlement server 10 determines
that the computerized contract document711 has been validly
signed bythe user. The electronic settlement server 10 further
attaches the settlement company’s clectronic signature to the
computerized contract document 713 (to which the user’s
electronic signature is already attached) received from the
mobile communication terminal 20. The electronic settle-

ment server 10 also attaches the settlement company-side
electronic certificate 712 to the computerized contract docu-
ment 713. The electronic settlement server 10 transmits the

computerized contract document 713, the settlement compa-
ny’s electronic signature, and the settlement company-side
electronic certificate 712 to the mobile communicationter-

minal 20 (S112).
[0206] Upon receiving the computerized contract docu-
ment 713 and others transmitted in step $112, the mobile
communication terminal 20 inquires of the authentication
server 90, thal is, an institution issuing the settlement com-
pany-side electronic certificate 712, about the validity of the
settlement company-side electronic certificate 712 (S113).
The authentication server 90 references the CRL (Certified
Revocation List) to determine the validity of the settlement
company-side electronic certificate 712. The authentication
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server 90 then transmits the result of the determination to the

mobile communication terminal 20 (S114).
[0207] Ifthe result of the determination indicates that the
settlement company-side electronic certificate 712 is valid,
the mobile communication terminal 20 executes a process of
verifying the settlement company-side electronic certificate
712 (S115). Thatis, the mobile communication terminal 20
uses the public key of the certification authority (CA) to
decrypt the electronic signature on the settlement company-
side electronic certificate 712 to determine whetherthe elec-

tronic signature has been written by the certification authority
(CA). The mobile communication terminal 20 further deter-
mines whetherornot the settlement company-side electronic
certificate 712 has beenaltered. Ifthe verifications in $113 to

$115 are all successful, the settlement company-side elec-
tronic certificate 712 is determined to be credible, that is, the
encryption key (for example, the public key according to the
public encryption key scheme) described in the settlement
company-side electronic certificate 712 is determined to
belongto the settlement company.
[0208] If the verification of the settlement company-side
electronic certificate 712 is successful, the mobile communi-
cation terminal 20 verifies the settlement company’s elec-
tronic signature attached to the computerized contract docu-
ment 713 (S116). Thatis, the mobile communication terminal
20 uses the encryption key described in the settlement com-
pany-side electronic certificate 712 to decrypt the settlement
company’s electronic signature allached to the computerized
contract document 713. The mobile communication terminal

20 thusverifies the settlement company’selectronic signature
and determines the validity of the computerized contract
document 713 (the computerized contract document 713 has
not been altered).
[0209] Ifthe verification of the settlement company’s elec-
tronic signature in $116 is successful, the mobile communi-
cation terminal 20 determines that the computerized contract
document 713 has been validlysigned bythe settlement com-
pany.

[0210] Then, the mobile communication terminal 20 trans-
mits the computerized contract document 713 (or a hash value
therefor) with the user’s electronic signature and the settle-
ment company’selectronic signature, to the time stamp server
95. The mobile communication terminal 20 thus requests the
time stamp server 95 to issue a time stamp (S117). Upon
receiving the time stamp request, the time stamp server 95
applies a date and time to the hash value for the computerized
contract document 713 with the user’s electronic signature
and the settlement company’s electronic signature to generate
a digitally signed time stamp token. The time stamp server 95
then transmits the time stamp token to the mobile communi-
cation terminal 20 (S118).
[0211] The mobile communication terminal 20 acquires
the time stamp token (S119). Then, the mobile communica-
tion terminal 20 adds the time stamp token to the computer-
ized contract document 713 with the user’s electronic signa-
ture and the settlement company’s electronic signature to
obtain a computerized contract document storage original
714. The mobile commmnication terminal 20 stores the com-

puterized contract documentstorage original 714 inthestor-
age unit 703, and transmits the computerized contract docu-
mentstorage original 714 to the clectronic scttlement server
10 (S120).
[0212] Uponreceiving the computerized contract docu-
ment storage original 714, the electronic settlement server 10
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stores the computerized contract documentstorage original
714 in the storage unit 803 (S121).
[0213] ‘Thus, a contract for withdrawal substitution is
signed between the user and the settlement company. Under
the condition that the computerized contract dacumentstor-
age original 714 is stored in the electronic settlement server
10, the electronic settlement server 10 accepts the user regis-
tration. Thatis, if the computerized contract documentstor-
age original 714 is not stored in the electronic settlement
server 10, the useris not registered and cannotstart utilizing
the electronic settlement system 1. In other words, storing the
computerized contract documentstorage original 714 in the
electronic settlement server 10 is essential for the user regis-
tration.

[0214] Now,the operation ofthe electronic settlement sys-
tem 1 after step S121 will be described with reference to FIG.
11. In the sequence diagramsfollowing FIG. 11, the illustra-
tion ofthe authentication server 90 and the time stamp server
95 is omitted.

[0215] Using the completion of step $121 asatrigger, the
electronic settlement server 10 transmits a user registration
start message to the mobile communication terminal 20
(S122).
[0216] Upon receiving the userregistration start message,
the mobile communication terminal 20 starts the i appli
(S123). Whenstartedforthefirst time afler downloading, the
i appli allows the output unit 205 to display aninitial input
screen via which the user inputs initial information, thus
urging the user to input the initial information (S124). Here,
the requested initial information includes a user ID 602, a
password 603, a mail address 604, a bank number 605, a
branch office number 606, a account type 607, an account
number 608, an account holder’s name 609, and a personal
identification number 610. The user ID 602 and the password
603 may be preset by the electronic settlement server 10
without the need for the user’s input.
[0217] The user completes inputting the initial information
using the input unit 204 of the mobile communication termi-
nal 20. Then, the mobile communication terminal 20 con-
nects to the electronic settlement server 10 via the communi-

cation network 50 and transmits the input initial information
and the like to the electronic settlement server 10 (S125).
[0218] Upon receiving the initial information, the elec-
tronic settlement server 20 transmits, to the financial institu-
tion system 40, an account check request message inquiring
ofthe financial institution system 40 whetheror not the initial
information is correct and whether or not the input user
account is available (8126). Upon receiving the account
check request message, the financial institution system 40
searches an account databaseorthelike for the presence and
validity of the user account indicated as a check target in the
account check request message. The financial institution sys-
tem 40 transmits the result of the determination to the elec-
tronic settlement server 10 as an account check result mes-

sage (S127). If the account check result message indicates
that the input account informationis incorrect or the account
is unavailable, the electronic settlement server 10 having
received the account check result message transmits a mes-
sage urging the initial information to be input again, to the
mobile communication terminal 20 (not shownin FIG. 11).
Onthe other hand,if the account check result message indi-
cates that the input account informationis correct and that the
input accountis available, the electronic settlement server 10
having received the account check result message registers
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the user based on the inputinitial information (S128). That is,
the clectronic settlement server 20 adds new records 601 and

701 to a user table 600 and a user retained amount data 700,
respectively, both of which are located in the database unit
403. The electronic settlement server 20 thus writes the user

ID 602, password 603, mail address 604, bank number 605,
branchoffice number 606, account type 607, account number
608, account holder’s name 609, personalidentification num-
ber 610 andthelike, into the records 601 and 701.
[0219] Once the above-described user registration (S128)
is completed, the electronic settlement server 10 transmits the
computerized contract documentoriginal 714 to the financial
institution system 40 (129). ‘he financial institution system
40 receives and stores the computerized contract document
original 714 (130). Inthe present example,the financial insti-
tution system 40 reccives the computerized contract docu-
ment original 714. However, any apparatus can receive the
computerized contract document original 714 provided that
the apparatus enables the financial institution having the user
account to confirm the signing of the contact based on the
compulerized contract documentoriginal 714.
[0220] Furthermore, in the above-described example, the
transmission of the computerized contract documentoriginal
714 to the financial institution sysiem 40 follows the user
registration (S128). However, the present invention can be
implemented regardless ofthe timing when the computerized
contract documentstorage original 714 is transmitted to the
financialinstitution system 40, provided that the transmission
follows the generation of the computerized contract docu-
mentoriginal 714 (the transmission follows S119).
[0221] After the user registration (S128) is completed, the
user can utilize the electronic settlement system 1. An
example of the operation of the electronic settlement system
1 followingtheuser registration will be described belowwith
reference to FIG. 12.

[0222] Itis assumedthat the userfirst utilizes the present
electronic settlement system to attempt to allow the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30 to provide a negotiable
value.

[0223] Inthis case, the user allows the mobile communica-
tion terminal 20 and the negotiable-value providing apparatus
30 to carry out short-distance communication so that the
mobile communication terminal 20 can acquire the equip-
mentID of the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30. For
example, it is assumed that the terminal-side short-distance
communication unit 201 is an IC chip for non-contact IC
cards and that the providing apparatus-side short-distance
communication unit 303 is a reader/writer. Then, upon sens-
ing that the chip for non-contact IC cards is nearby, the
reader/writer serving as the providing apparatus-side short-
distance communication unit 303 transmits the equipment ID
and the application number corresponding to the payment
request generating unit 202 to the chip for non-contact IC
cards serving as the terminal-side short-distance communi-
cation unit 201 (S701).
[0224] Uponreceiving the equipment ID and the applica-
tion number, the terminal-side short-distance communication
unit 201 starts the application such as the 1 appli which cor-
responds to the application number, that is, the payment
request generating unit 202 (S702). At this time, the equip-
mentID is passed to the payment request gencrating unit 202.
[0225] The started payment request generating unit 202
allowsthe liquid crystal display serving as the input unit 205
to display an input screen accepting user’s inputs (S703).
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FIG. 14 is a diagram showing an example of the input screen
displayed on the liquid crystal display serving as the input
unit 205. The example ofthe input screen includes an amount
input box 901 and an OKbutton 902. The userinputs the price
ofthe negotiable valueto be provided by the negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30, to the amount input box 901. If any
amounthas already been input to the amountinput box 901,
the payment request penerating unit 202 maystore and auto-
matically display the amount in the amount input box 901.
‘The payment request generating unit 202 maythus generate a
settlement request message with this amount unless the user
changesthe input. After the amountinput to the amountinput
box 901 is confirmed, the user operates the input unit 204 to
activate the OK button 902 to complete the user input ($704).
Then, the payment request generating unit 202 generates and
transmits a settlement request message to the electronic
settlement server 10 (S705).
[0226] Here, the OK button 902 has the function of execut-
ing, in response to one operation, a process of determining a
transfer amount specified as consideration for the negotiable
value by the mobile communication terminal 20 anda process
of executing a settlement request for provision of the nego-
tiable value correspondingto the transfer amount.
[0227] FIG. 15 shows an example of the data configuration
of a settlement request message generated by the payment
request generating unit 202. The settlement request message
1000 shown in FIG. 15 is data composedofa header 1001, a
user ID 1002, a password 1003, a bank number 1004, a branch
office number 1005, an account number 1006, a personal
identification number 1007, an equipment ID 1008, and a
transfer amount 1009.‘he header 1001 is data indicating that
the data generated bythe payment request generating unit 202
is a settlement request message. The user ID 1002, password
1003, bank number 1004, branch office number 1005,
account number 1006, and personal identification number
1007 store the user ID 101, the password 102, used by the
electronic settlement server 10 to authenticate the user, the
bank number 103, branch office number 104, and account
number 105, identifying the account from which the user
withdrawsthe charge to be paid, and the personal identifica-
tion number106,set for the account(FIG.3);all the pieces of
information are pre-stored in the payment request generating
unit 202 described above. Furthermore, the equipment 1D
1008 has been transmitted by the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30 in S701. The transfer amount 1009 is informa-
tion input to the amount input box 901 onthe input screen.
[0228] FIG. 12 is referred to again, and the operation ofthe
electronic settlement system 1 will be continuously
described.

[0229] Upon receiving the settlement request message
1000, the electronic settlement server 10, more specifically
the payment request processing unit 402 starts the credit
check unit 404. The payment request processing unit 402 then
allows the credit check unit 404 to transmit a credit check

request to the financial institution system 40 (S706). ‘The
credit check request inquires of the financial institution sys-
tem 40 about the paying capacity ofthe user corresponding to
the user ID contained in the settlement request message 1000.
[0230] The financial institution system 40 examines the
user’s credit information to determine whetheror not the user

can pay the requested amount, by checking the accountbal-
ance and the like. The financial institution system 40 then
transmits the result of the determination to the electronic

settlement server 10 as a check result notification (S707).
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[0231] Upon receiving the check result notification from
the financial institution system 40, the electronic settlement
server 10, more specifically the payment request processing
unit 402 starts a result notifying unit 407 to generate a pro-
cessing result notification based on the check result notifica-
tion received from the financial institution system 40. The
payment request processing unit 402 then transmits the pro-
cessing result notification to the mobile communicationter-
minal 20 (S708).
[0232] Upon receiving the processing result notification,
the mobile communication terminal 20 displays the contents
of the processing resull notification on the output unit 205
(S709). The displayed contents are, for example, “Settlement
request has been processed. ‘hank you for allowing us to
serve you.”or “Short balance. Settlement has failed.”
[0233] Now, the example of the operation ofthe electronic
settlement system 1 will be continuously described withref-
erence to FIG. 13. FIG. 13 is a sequence diagram continued
from F1G. 12 and showing the example ofthe operation ofthe
electronic settlement system 1. Ifthe result ofthe determina-
tion of the credit status by the financial institution system 40
indicates that the user can pay the charge, the electronic
settlement server 10, more specifically the provision instruct-
ing unit 406 transmits a payment procedure end message to
the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 (S710). The pay-
ment procedure end message correspondsto a telegram indi-
cating that a payment procedure corresponding to the user
specified amountis finished.
[0234] Destination information (for example, an IP
address) on the negotiable-value providing apparatus30, cor-
respondingto the destination of the payment procedure end
message, maybe acquired fromthe negotiable-value provid-
ing apparatus lable 600 stored in the database unit 403. The
payment procedure end message contains amount informa-
tion corresponding to a transfer amount 1009. However, the
amount information may indicate the original amount from
which an amount suchas a transfer fee has been subtracted.

[0235] Uponreceiving the payment procedure end mes-
sage, the negotiable-value providing, apparatus 30 provides
the user with a negotiable value ofa quantity corresponding to
the amount information contained in the payment procedure
end message (S711).
[0236] Onthe other hand, the electronic settlement server
10 transmits, to the financial institution system 40, a transfer
request message requesting the financial institution system 40
to transfer the user specified amount fromthe user’s account
to the account of the administrator, operator, or the like ofthe
negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 who is qualified to
acquire sales of the negotiablc-valuc providing apparatus 30
(hereinafter simplyreferred to as the “administrator’”) (S712).
FIG.16 is a diagram showing an example ofthe data configu-
ration of the transfer request message. A transfer request
message 1100 contains a bank account 1101, a branchoffice
number 1102, and an account number 1103 which are pieces
of information identifying the user’s debit account, and a
personalidentification number 1104 indicating, that the user
approves the withdrawal. The transfer request message 1100
further contains a transfer amount 1105, and a (destination)
bank number 1106, a (destination) branch office number
1107, and a (destination) account number 1108 which are
pieces of information indicating the administrator’ account
corresponding to the destination account.
[0237] The bank account 1101, branchoffice number 1102,
account number 1103, and. personal identification number
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1104 are generated based on the bank account 1004, branch
office number 1005, account number 1006, personal identi-
fication number 1007, and transfer amount 1009 contained in
the settlement request message 1000. The (destination) bank
number1106, (destination) branch office number 1107, and
(destination) account number 1108 are generated based on
the equipment ID 1008 and data acquired from the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatustable 600.
[0238] Upon receiving the above-described transfer
request message,the financialinstitution system 40 executes
a transfer process of transferring the specified transfer
amountfrom the user’s accountto the administrator’s account

(S713). Thus, the paymentofthe consideration for the nego-
tiable value the user has received from the negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30 is completed.
[0239] The operator, administrator, or the like of the elec-
tronic settlement server 10 (hereinafter referred to as the
setUlement company) qualified to acquire profits through the
operation ofthe electronic settlement server 10 may receive
the charge from the user or the administrator. In this case, the
electronic settlement server 10 transmits, to the financial
institution system 40, a transfer request message requesting
the financial institution system 40 to transfer the amount
correspondingto the charge from theuser’s or administrator’s
account to the settlement company’s account (S714). Upon
reeciving the transfer request message, the financial institu-
tion system 40 executes a transfer process oftransferring the
specified transfer amount from the user’s or administrator’s
account to the settlement company’s account (S715). Thus,
the settlement companycangain profits through the operation
of the present electronic settlement system.

 

   
1.3. Advantages of the Present Electronic Settlement

System

[0240] (1) Advantages for the User
[0241] The present settlement method is different from
cash payment andcan be used in gamehalls. Thus, even when
running short of cash in hand in a gamehall, the user can buy
rental balls, rental medals, any product, or the like by an easy
settlement action (the process of performing an easy input
operation such as theactivation of the OK button 902 on the
mobile communication terminal 20). The user can feel secure
to utilize the method through the function of, for example,
requesting the user to input the personal identification num-
ber whena pre-settable usage accumulated amount for one
month and/or the maximumusage amountper dayis reached,
in order to cope with the loss ofthe card and to inform the user
of overspending of which the user knows nothing.
[0242] Furthermore, the usercan feel secureto carry out the
settlement action because the user’s mobile communication
terminalis used forthe settlement action. Theuser can further
feel secure to settle the account because of the non-need to

input the card numberorthe personal identification number,
preventing the record of the card numberor the personal
identification number from remaining in the shop or being
unfairly acquired by a malicious person as is the case with
ordinary credit and debit cards.
[0243] Furthermore, information distribution is available
which is based on usage information acquired by the elec-
tronic settlement server 10. Thus, more various services are
expected to be available.
[0244] (2) Advantages for the Shop (Administrator)
[0245] Even when running short of cash in hand as a result
ofplaying games, the user can further buy a negotiable value
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via the present electronic settlement system. This increases
the operation rate of the game machines andthe possibility
that such users make a purchasein the shop. Thus, the sales of
the gamehall are expected to increase. Furthermore, infor-
mation is available which indicates the game machines on
which the user has played and the amount ofmoneyfor which
the user has played. Consequently, based on the information,
the operationstatus ofthe game machines can be determined
in detail, and the user’s preferences can also be known. There-
fore, the information canbeutilized for marketing.
[0246] The use of the present electronic settlement system
avoids increasing cash used in the shop. Thisfacilitates credit
management and improves security management.
[0247] (3) Advantagesfor the Electronic Settlement Com-
pany
[0248] The operation of the present electronic settlement
system enables the electronic settlement company to deter-
mine the playing statuses of players whoare users. The elec-
tronic settlement company can thus accumulate dala to be
referencedfor the development, sale, marketing, orthe like of
game machines.

1.4. Variations and Others

[0249] (1) QR codesorthe like may be displayed on the
liquid crystal display provided in the negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30. Furthermore, a bar code readerutilizing
aCCD camera maybe provided in the mobile communication
terminal 20 to read bar codes. These arrangements may
replace the providing apparatus-side short-distance commu-
nication unit 303 and the terminal-side short-distance com-

munication unit 201. In this case, information indicated by
the bar code maydirectly be the equipment ID.
[0250] (2) In the above-described embodiment, the user’s
credit check is carried out by the electronic settlement server
10 inquiring ofthe financial institution system 40. However,
the present invention can also be implemented whenthe elec-
tronic settlement server 10 has a credit amount table in the

database unit 403 to carry out credit checks by itself. A
creditable amountand a credit balance are stored in the credit

amount table for each user. Ifthe credit balance is equal to or
morethan a transfer request amount, the amount is permitted
to be paid.
[0251] (3) Inthe above-described embodiment, thetransfer
amountis transferred directly from the user’s account to the
shop’s (administrator’s) account. [lowever,the present inven-
tion can also be implemented bytransferring the transfer
amount from the user’s account to the electronic settlement

company’s account and then transferring the transfer amount
from whichthe transfer fee is subtracted from the electronic

settlement company’s accountto the shop’s (administrator’s)
account.

[0252] (4) The present invention can be implemented
regardless ofwhether the authenticationserver 90, serving as
the certification agency (CA), is another company’s server
commonly used or a server constructed by the settlement
company.

II. Second Embodiment

[0253] Now, a second embodimentofthe present invention
will be described.

II.1. Example of the Configuration of the Electronic
Settlement System

[0254] Anelectronic settlement system 1A according to the
second embodiment is configured almost similarly to the
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electronic settlement system 1 accordingto the first embodi-
ment. The same componentsas those in the first embodiment
are denoted by the same reference numerals and will not be
described in detail.

[0255] FIG. 17 is a network diagram showing an example
ofan electronic settlement system according to the second
embodiment.

[0256] In the example shown in FIG. 17, the electronic
settlement system 1A has an electronic settlement server
10A, a mobile communication terminal 20A, and a nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30A. Furthermore, a charge
accommodating network 40A, an authentication server 90,
and a time stamp server 95 are connected to the electronic
settlement system 1A so as to be able to communicate with
the electronic settlement system 1A.
[0257] Theelectronic settlement server 10A is connected to
the charge accommodating network 40A. The charge accom-
modating network 40A executes a process of transferring a
specified amount from the user’s account to a specified des-
tination account based on aninstruction from the electronic

settlement server 10A. The charge accommodating network
40Ais, for example, the “Multi-Payment Network”(see, for
example, http://www.jampa.gr.jp/pub/) operated in Japan.
[0258] FIG. 18 is a block diagram showing the general
configuration of the charge accommodating network 40A. A
financial institution system 44 ofa financial institution such
as a bank (including a form such as a sharing center) is
connected to the charge accommodating network 40A via a
communication network 45 so that the financial institution

system 44 and the charge accommodating network 40A can
communicate with cach other. The financialinstitution sys-
tem 44 can electronically transfer moncy to and from the
following accounts. The financial institution system 40 uti-
lized by the present electronic settlement system 1A has an
account (hereinafter referred to as a user account 41) of a
party playing games on game machines(hereinafter referred
to as a user) paying a charge using the present electronic
settlement system, an account (hereinafter referred to as a
settlement company account 42) of a party (hereinafter
referred to as a settlement company) directly or indirectly
operating and managing the present electronic settlement
system 1Ato receive consideration,a price, or acharge,or the
like for the operation of the electronic settlement system 1A,
and an account(hereinafter referred to as a game hall com-
pany account 43)ofa party(hereinafter referred to as a game
hall company) providing the user with gamesplayed on game
machines and receiving the user’s payment using the present
electronic settlement system 1A. The accounts 41, 42, and 43
maybe provided inthe samefinancial institution system 44 or
in separate financial institution systems 44, FIG. 18 shows
that the accounts 41, 42, and 43 are providedin the different
financial institution systems 44. However, the present
embodimentis not limited to this aspect.
[0259] A terminal apparatus is connected to the communi-
cation network 45 so that a client can transmit a payment
request to the charge accommodating network 40A.A per-
sonal computer (PC) 46, a cellular phone 47, an ATM (Auto-
mated Teller Machine) 48,or the like is used as the terminal
apparatus. In the electronic settlement system 1A according
to the present embodiment, the mobile communicationter-
minal 20Aorthe electronic settlement server 10A operates as
a terminal apparatus for the charge accommodating network
40A.
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[0260] FIG. 17 is referred to again, and the configuration of
the clectronic settlement system 1A will be continuously
described.

[0261] Theelectronic settlement server 10A is connected to
a communication network 50 and can communicate with the

negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A via the communi-
cation network 50. The mobile communication terminal 20A
can communicate with the electronic settlement server 10A

and the charge accommodating network 40A via a base sta-
tion 60, a mobile communication network 70, and a gateway
80 connecting the mobile communication network 70 and the
communication network 50 together. The mobile communi-
cation terminal 20A can also communicate with the nego-
tiable-valuc providing apparatus 30A via short-distance com-
munication means. The authentication server 90 can be
connected to the electronic settlement server 10A and the
mobile communication terminal 20A via the communication
network 50 and the mobile communication network 70. The

lime stampserver 95 can be connected to the mobile commu-
nication terminal 20A via the communication network 50 and

the mobile communication network 70. The components of
the electronic settlement system 1A will be described below.

II.1.1. Negotiable-Valuc Providing Apparatus

[0262] The ncegotiable-valuc providing apparatus 30A pro-
vides a certain negotiable valuc (a tangible object or an intan-
gible object that can be bought in exchange for money)to the
user as consideration for electronic settlement carried out by
the user using the mobile communication terminal 20A. The
negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A in the present
embodiment need not necessarily provide a negotiable value
directly to a user. The negotiable-value providing apparatus
30A may be an apparatus such as a CAT terminal for debit
cards whichprovides a negotiable value indirectlyto a user by
notifying a gamehall (shop) of the possibility of electronic
settlement to allow the gamehall to deliver anarticle or the
like to the user.

[0263] Furthermore, the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30A may output, transmit, or write electronic data to
another apparatus or a storage medium as a negotiable value
similarly to the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30
according to the first embodiment.
[0264] FIG. 19 is a function block diagram showing an
example ofthe configuration ofthe negotiable-value provid-
ing apparatus 30A and the mobile communication terminal
20A. The configuration of the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A will be described below with reference to FIG.
19. The same components as those of the negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30 accordingto thefirst embodimentare
denoted bythe same reference numerals.
[0265] Thenegotiable-valuc providing apparatus 30A has a
network communication processing unit 301, a provision
control unit 302, a providing apparatus-side short-distance
communication unit 303, a negotiable-value supply unit 304,
and a game history processing unit 305. The network com-
munication processing unit 301, provision control unit 302,
providing apparalus-side short-distance communication unit
303, and negotiable-value supply unit 304 are the same as
those ofthe negotiable-value providing apparatus 30 accord-
ing to thefirst embodiment, and will thus not be described in
detail.

[0266] The game history processing unit 305 hasthe func-
tion of generating gamehistory data on the gamehistory ofa
player based on the player’s use of the negotiable-value pro-
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viding apparatus 30A and transmitting the data to the server
via the network communication processing unit 301.
[0267] It is assumed that the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A is, for example, a ball renting machine pro-
vided in a particular game machine. To play games in the
game machinein whichball renting machines are provided,
the player obtains rental balls through settlement carried out
by the present electronic settlement system 1A using the
negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A, corresponding to
the ball renting machine, and the player’s cellular phone,
corresponding to the mobile communication terminal 20A.
The gamehistory processing unit 305 generates gamehistory
data indicating which player played games, on which game
machine the player played the games, whenthe player played
the games, and how muchthe playerspent in the games, based
on the operationalstatus ofthe provision control unit 302 and
the operational status ofthe game machine. The gamehistory
processing unit 305 then transmits the gamehistory data to
the server managing the gamehistory data. The gamehistory
data is transmitted to the server for storage every time each of
all the negotiable-value providing apparatuses 30A is used.
Byanalyzing the gamehistory data and carrying out another
analysis or the like according to a data mining technique or
the like, the tendencyof the player’s action, the tendency of
the popularity of the game machine, and an hourly use trend
are clarified. As a result, useful information can be acquired
whichserves as a material for management of the shop and
development of game machines.
[0268] In the configuration described in the present
embodiment, the electronic settlement server 10A is used as
the server managing the game history data. However, of
course, the server managing the game history data may be
incorporatedinto the present electronic settlement system 1A
as a server apparatus different from the electronic settlementserver,

II.1.2. Mobile Communication Terminal

[0269] Now, the mobile communication terminal 20A will
be described with reference to FIG. 19.

[0270] The mobile communication terminal 20A is a ter-
minal apparatus that can communicate with the electronic
settlement server 10A, the authentication server 90, the time
stamp server 95, and/or the charge accommodating network
40A via the communication network 50 and also with the

negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A using the short-
distance communication means. The mobile communication

terminal 20A is, for example, a cellular phone having a non-
contact IC card (for example, FeliCa: Sony Corporation’s
registered trademark) function, a cellular phone including
short-distance communication means and radio communica-

tion means, PDA (Personal Data Assistant), a portable game
machine, or an IP telephone including, a radio LAN commu-
nication apparatus.
[0271] The mobile communication terminal 20 has a termi-
nal-side short-distance communication unit 201 allowing
communication with the above-described providing appara-
tus-side short-distance communication unit 303, a payment
request! generating unit 202, a radio communication unit 203,
an input unit 204, an output unit 205, and a user information
storage unit 207, a transfer request generating unit 208, and an
electronic contract applying unit 206. The same components
of the mobile communication terminal 20 as those of the

mobile communication terminal 30 according to the first
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embodimentare denoted by the same reference numerals, and
will thus not be described in detail.

[0272] The user information storage unit 207 has the func-
tion of storing information required for the user’s payment
and settlement. The information stored in the user informa-

tion storage unit 207 is similar to that shown in the first
embodiment (see FIG. 19), and the description of the indi-
vidual pieces of informationis omitted.
[0273] The mobile communication terminal 20A has been
described.

II.1.3 Electronic Settlement Server

[0274] FIG. 17 is referred to again, and the components of
the electronic settlement system 1A will be continuously
described.

[0275] The electronic settlement system 1A hasthe elec-
tronic settlement server 10A as a core component. Theelec-
tronic settlement server 10A is an apparatus including a cen-
tral processing unit (CPU), a main memory (RAM), a read
only memory (ROM), an I/O device (I/O), and an external
storage device such as a hard disk device as required. The
electronic settlement server 10Ais, for example, an informa-
tion processing apparatus such as a computer or a worksta-
tion. The ROM orthe hard disk device or the like stores a

program allowing the information processing apparatus to
function as the electronic settlement server 10A or a program
allowing an electronic settlement method to be executed by a
computer. The program is placed on the main memory and
executed by the CPU to implementthe electronic settlement
server 10A or the electronic settlement method. Furthermore,
the program need not necessarily be stored in the storage
device in the information processing apparatus. The program
may be provided by an external apparatus (for example, a
server such as an ASP (Application Service Provider)) and
placed on the main memory. Moreover, the electronic settle-
mentserver 10A may be composed ofasingle apparatus or a
plurality of apparatuses coupled together via a network. The
electronic settlement server 10A may be configured as a
center into whichall functionsare integrated or as distributed
servers obtained bydivision according to functions so as to
enable a distributed process.
[0276] The electronic settlement server 10A will be
described below with reference to FIG. 20. FIG. 20 is a

function block diagram showing, an example ofthe configu-
ration ofthe electronic settlement server 10A.

[0277] The electronic settlement server 10A shownin FIG.
20 has a network communication processing unit 401A, a
paymentrequest processing unit 402A,a database unit 403A,
a transfer request processing unit 404A, a clearing processing
unit 405A, provision instructing unit 406A,a result notifying
unit 407A, a game information update unit 408A, and an
electronic contract processing unit 409A. Each of these units
is acomponent composedof, for example, a storage device in
which a program is stored and a CPU executing the program.
[0278] The network communication processing unit 401A
has the function of communicating with the mobile commu-
nication terminal 20A, the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30A, and the charge accommodating network 40A via
the communication network 50. The network communication

processing, unit 401A is, for example, a communication board
allowing the protocolstack to be carried out. Uponreceiving
a request message trom the mobile communication terminal
20A, the network communication processing unit 401A
passes the request messageto the payment request processing
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unit 402A or the transfer request processing unit 404A. Fur-
thermore, upon receiving a provision instruction message
destined for the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A
from the provision instructing unit 406A, the network com-
munication processing unit 401A transmits the provision
instruction message to the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30A. Additionally, upon receiving a transfer request
message destined for the charge accommodating network
40A from the clearing processing unit 405A, the network
communication processing unit 401A transmits the transfer
request message to the charge accommodating network 40A.
[0279] The payment request processing unit 402A has the
function of processing a payment request message received
from the mobile communication terminal 20.A. The payment
request processing unit 402A receives the payment request
message from the mobile communication terminal 20A via
the network communication processing unit 401A. ‘Then, the
payment request processing unit 402A checks the user’s
retained amount data stored in the database unit 403A

described below. The payment request processing unit 402A
compares the user’s retained amount data with the payment
request message, andifthe user can pay the charge,starts the
provision instructing unit 406A. The started provision
instructing unit 406A generates and transmits a provision
instruction message to the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30A via the network communication processing unit
401A.

[0280] Furthermore, if the uscr can pay the charge accord-
ing to the payment request message, the payment request
processing unit 402A updates (rewrites) user retained amount
data 700A on the user and retained amount data 900A on the

game hall companycorresponding to the companyproviding
the negotiable value through the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A; both data 700A and 900A are stored in the
database unit 403A.

[0281] The database unit 403A stores the retained amount
data 700A on each of the users registered in the present
electronic settlement system 1A, and the retained amount
data 900A on the gamehall company. The database unit 403A
also stores a user lable 600A, the user retained amount dala
700A, a gamehall company table 800A,the gamehall com-
pany retained amount data 900A, a negotiable-value provid-
ing, apparatus table 1000A, and game history information
1100A;all the data 600A to 1100A are required for transfers
from and to the charge accommodating network 404.
[0282] FIG. 21 shows an example ofthe configuration of
the user table 600A stored in the database unit 403A. The user

table 600Ais data storing information aboutusers (players).
Theuser table 600A is data having one record 601 for each
user. Each record 601A stores a user ID 602A, a password
603A, and a mail address 604A. The record 601A further
stores a bank number 605A,a branch office number 606A, an
account type 607A, an account number 608A, an account
holder’s name 609A, and a personal identification informa-
tion 610A;all of these picces of information are required to
identify the user’s account corresponding to the debit
account. The user ID 602A is information uniquely identify-
ing the user. The password 603A is information required to
preventa third party from pretending tobethe user to unfairly
utilize the present electronic settlement system 1A. The mail
address 604A is used as the destination address to which an

electronic mail is transmitted whenthe processing result noti-
fying unit 407A notifies the user of the processing result of a
paymentprocess. The bank number 605A,branch office num-
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ber 606A, account type 607A, account number608A, account
holder’s name 609A, and personalidentification information
610A are information required to indicate a debit account to
the charge accommodating network 40A.

[0283] ‘The information stored in the user table 600A is
input to the electronic settlement server 10A whentheuseris
registered in the electronic settlement server 10A.
[0284] FIG. 22 shows an example ofthe configuration of
the user retained amountdata 700A stored in the database unit

403A. The user retained amount data 700A is data having one
record 10014 for eachuser. Each record 1001A has a user ID

field 10024 in which the user ID is stored, and a retained
amountfield 1003A in which a retained amount correspond-
ing to an amount deposited in the electronic settlement sys-
tem 1A bythe useris stored. The value stored in the retained
amountfield 1003A is rewritten so as to increase by a depos-
ited amount when the user deposits moneyin the electronic
settlement system 1A and to decrease by a payment amount
when the user carries out payment utilizing the negotiable-
value providing apparatus 30A.
[0285] FIG. 23 shows an example ofthe configuration of
the game hall company table 800A stored in the database unit
403A. The game hall company table 800A is data storing
information on gamehall companies. The game hall company
table 800A is data having one record 801A for cach of the
game hall companies having signed up with the electronic
settlement system 1A. Each record 801Astores a game hall
companyID 802.A inwhicha gamehall companyID is stored.
The record 801A furtherstores a bank number803A, a branch
office number 804A,an account type 805A,an account num-
ber 806A, and an account holder’s name 807A;all of these
pieces ofinformation are required to identify the gamehall
company’s account, to which an amount paid to the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30A is transferred. The
game hall company ID 802A is information uniquely identi-
fying the gamchall company. The bank number 803A, branch
office number 804A, account type 805A, account number
806A, and account holder’s name 807A are information
required to indicate a destination account to the charge
accommodating network 40A.
[0286] The information stored in the game hall company
table 800A is input to the electronic settlement server 10A
whenthe gamehall company signs up with andis registered
in the electronic settlement system 1A.
[0287] FIG. 24 shows an example ofthe configuration of
the gamehall companyretained amount data 900A stored in
the database unit 403A. The game hall company retained
amount data 900Ais data having one record 901Afor each of
the game hall companies registered in the electronicsettle-
ment system 1A. Each record 901A has a gamehall company
ID 902A, and a retained amount 903A in whicha retained
amount corresponding to an amount transferred to gamehall
companybythe electronic settlement system 1A is stored.
The value stored in the retained amount 903A is rewritten so

as to increase by an amountpaid by theuser for the use ofthe
negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A andto decrease by
an amounttransferred to the game hall company account 43
utilizing the charge accommodating network 40A.
[0288] FIG. 25 shows an example of the configuration of
the negotiable-value providing apparatus table 1000A stored
in the database unit 403A. The negotiable-value providing
apparatus table 1000A is data having one record 1301A for
each negotiable-value providing apparatus 304A. Each record 
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1301A stores an equipment ID 1302A, an equipment IP
address 1303A, and a game hall company ID 1304A.
[0289] ‘The equipment ID 1302A is information uniquely
identifying the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A.
The equipment IP address 1303is information utilized, in
response to a payment request message received bythe elec-
tronic settlement server 10A and containing a certain equip-
ment ID 1302A,as a destination address required to transmit
a provisioninstruction message to the negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30A having the equipment ID 13024. The
game hall company ID 1304Ais information identifying the
gamehall companyqualified to receive the user’s money paid
to the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A having the
equipment 1D 1302A.‘The game hall company 1D 1304Ais
the same as the gamehall companyID 802 in the game hall
company table 800A.
[0290] The gamehistory information 1100A includes the
history ofgames indicating when andwhere the player played
games, on which game machinetheplayer played the games,
and how muchthe player spent in the games. ‘The game
history information 1100A is generated by accumulating and
storing game history data generated and transmitted by a
history information processing unit 305 of each negotiable-
value providing apparatus 30A. Various pieces of useful
information can be obtained by analyzing the gamehistory
information 1100A by well-known marketing analysis or the
well-known data mining technique.
[0291] FIG. 20 is referred to again, and the cxample of
configuration of the electronic settlement server 10A will be
continuouslydescribed.
[0292] The provision instructing unit 406A allowsa provi-
sion instruction message destined for the negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30A to be generated. The provision
instructing unit 406A transmits the provisioninstructionmes-
sage to the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A via the
network communication processing unit 401A. The address
of the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A, corre-
sponding to the destination of the provision instruction mes-
sage,is acquired with reference to the above-described nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus table 1000A.
[0293] Furthermore, the result notifying unit 407A has the
function of notifying the user whether or not a payment
request message has been properly processed. By way of
example, the result notifying unit 407A generates an elec-
tronic mail destined for the mobile communication terminal

20A and transmits the electronic mail. Alternatively, the
result notifying unit 407A maydescribe information indicat-
ing the processing result on a web pagethat can be browsed
via the mobile communication terminal 20A and wait for

browsing via the mobile communication terminal 20A. The
contents of the notification from the result notifying unit
407Aare, for example, the message “Settlement request has
been processed. Thank you for allowing us to serve you” or
“Short balance. Settlementhasfailed.”

[0294] Now,the transfer request processing unit 404A will
be described. The transfer request processing unit 404A has
the functionofprocessing a transfer request message received
from the mobile communication terminal 20A. The transfer

request processing unit 404A receives the transfer request
message from the mobile communication terminal 20A via
the network communication processing unit 401A. The con-
tents of the transfer request message correspond to a request
that a specified amount be withdrawn from the user account
41 so that the electronic settlement system 1A can use the
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specified amount. Upon receiving the transfer request mes-
sage, the transfer request processing unit 404A checks the
usertable 600A stored inthe database unit 403A. ‘The transfer

request processing unit 404A acquires, from the user table
600A, the bank number 605A. branch office number 606A,
account type 607A, account number 608A, account holder’s
name 609A, and personal identification information 610A,
which are the information identifying the user’s account,
corresponding to the source account. The transfer request
processing unit 404A transmits these pieces ofinformation as
well as information identifying the settlement company
account 43, corresponding to the destination account, to the
charge accommodating network 40A via the network com-
munication processing, unit 401A as a transfer request mes-
sage. Uponreceivingthe transfer request message,the charge
accommodating network 40A transfers a specified amount of
moneyfrom the user account 41to the settlement company
account 42. The transferred money(exceptfor the charge) can
be used bythe user utilizing the present electronic settlement
system LA.
[0295] Now, the clearing processing unit 405A will be
described. The clearing processing unit 405A request the
charge accommodating network 40A to transfer an amount
indicated by the game hall companyretained amount data
900A, from the scttlement companyaccount 42 to the game
hall company account 43 of each gamehall company. The
amount of money transferred corresponds to the amount of
the user’s money keptby the electronic settlement system 1A
and which is to be paid to the gamehall company,thatis, the
gamehall companyretained amount 903A in the game hall
companyretained amount data 900A.In the present embodi-
ment, the clearing processing unit 405A executes autono-
mous processing. For example, the clearing processing unit
405A is automatically started at a predetermined timing (for
example, at the end of every month or week). The started
clearing processing unit 405A checksall the game hall com-
panyretained amount data 900A stored in the database unit
403A. The clearing processing unit 405A then transmits, to
the charge accommodating network 40A, a transfer request
requesting the charge accommodating network 40Ato carry
outa transfer ofmoneynot yet transferred from the settlement
companyaccount 42 to the corresponding gamehall company
account 43.

[0296] The game information update unit 408A has the
function of accumulating and. storing. from moment to
moment, game history data reecived from the history infor-
mation processing unit 305 ofthe negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A, to update the game history information
1100A.

[0297] The electronic contract processing unit 409A coop-
erates with the mobile communication terminal 20A, more
specifically the electronic contract applying unit 206 in allow-
ing the user and the operator, administrator, or the like of the
electronic settlement system 1A (hereinafter referred to as the
settlement company) to electronically sign a contract speci-
fying that the settlement company withdraws the specified
amount from the user account, before the use ofthe electronic
settlement system 1A can be started.
[0298] Furthermore, the electronic contract processing unit
409A hasthe function oftransmitting data from a computer-
ized contract documentoriginal certifying the contract signed
betweenthe user and the settlement company, to the financial
institution having the user account.
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[0299] Specifically, the electronic contract processing unit
409A hasthe function of allowing a computerized contract
document 713 to be downloaded into the mobile communi-

cation terminal 20A, the function ofreceiving a computerized
contract document 711 with an electronic signature and a
user-side electronic certificate 711 both transmitted by the
mobile communication terminal 20A, the function of verifly-
ing the received electronic signature and user-side electronic
certificate 711, and if the electronic signature and the user-
side electronic certificate 711 are determined to be valid,
transmitting the computerized. contract document 713 with
the user’s electronic signature and the settlement company’s
electronic signature and a settlement company-side clec-
tronic certificate 712 to the mobile communication terminal

20A,the function ofreceiving a computerized contract docu-
mentoriginal 714 transmitted by the mobile communication
terminal 20A for storage, and the function of transmitting the
computerized contract documentoriginal 714 to an apparatus
specified by the financial institution (for example, the charge
accommodating network 40A or a network terminal appara-
tus (for example, a PC) specified by the financialinstitution).
[0300] The electronic contract processing unil 409Ais con-
figured similarly to the electronic contract processing unit
408 of the electronic settlement server 10 according to the
first embodiment(see ['IG. 8). Thus, the detailed description
ofthe individual arrangements is omitted.

T1.1.3.1. Distributed Server Configuration of the
Electronic Settlement Server 

[0301] In the example shown in T'IG. 20, the electronic
settlement server 10A is implemented by one server appara-
tus. However, ofcourse, the electronic scttlement server 10A
is not limited to the configuration of such a server apparatus.
[0302] FIG. 26 is a function block diagram showing an
example of configuration in which the electronic settlement
server 10A has a distributed server configuration. The same
components of the electronic settlement server 10A as those
shown in FIG. 20 are denoted by the same reference numer-
als, and will thus not be described in detail.
[0303] Theelectronic settlement server 10A of the distrib-
uted server configuration serves to reducethe possibility that
information on the user or the gamehall companyleaksor is
stolen. The electronic settlement server 10A configured as
distributed servers also enables thereliability of security of
the present electronic settlement system 1A to be improved.
[0304] Theelectronic settlement server 10A of the distrib-
uted server configuration is composed of an application
server 501 and a plurality of database servers 502A to 502D.
The application server 501 has the network communication
processing unit 401A, the payment request processing unit
402A, the transfer request processing unit 404A,the clearing
processing unit 405A, the provision instructing unit 406A,
the result notifying unit 407A, the game information update
unit 408A,and the electronic contract processing unit 409A.
[0305] It is possible to optionally specify how to divide the
database unit 403A, how manydatabase servers 502 are pro-
vided, and how to assign stored contents (tables and data) to
the respective database servers. Thus, the present inventionis
notlimited to the configuration shown in FIG. 26.

JI.1.4. Others

[0306] FIG. 17 is referred to again, and the description of
the components of the electronic settlement system 1A
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according to the present embodiment will be resumed. The
communication network 50, the base station 60, the mobile
communication network 70, the gateway 80, the authentica-
tion server 90, and the time stamp server 95 are similar to
those in the first embodiment. The detailed description of
these components is omitted.

11.1.5. Charge Accommodating Network

[0307] The charge accommodating network 40A is a sys-
tem having the function oftransferring the specified amount
from the user account 41 to the settlement company account
42 and from the setthkement company account 42 to the game
hall company account 43 accordingto a transfer request from
the electronic settlement server 10A. In the example shown in
FIG. 17, the electronic settlement server 10A is connected to
the charge accommodating network 40A via the communica-
tion network 50. However, the present embodiment can be
implemented even whenthe electronic settlement server 10A
and the charge accommodating network 40A are connected
together via a leased circuit (not shown in the drawings)
without passing through the communication network 50.
[0308] Furthermore, the charge accommodating network
40A mayhavethe function of receiving and storing the com-
puterized contract document original 714 transmitted, by the
clectronic settlement server 10A, to the financial institution
having the user’s account. Based on the computerized con-
tract document original 714, the financial institution can
determinethat the both the user and the settlement company
agree that the settlement company withdrawsthe specified
amount from the user’s account. It is assumed that after the

reception of the computerized contract document original
714, the settlement company receives a request message
requesting that the settlement company withdrawthe speci-
fied amount fromthe user’s account. hen, the computerized
contract documentoriginal 714 serves as a legal ground for
the transfer, by the charge accommodating network 40A,of
the specified amount fromthe user’s account in response to
the request message even without any special instruction
from the user.

 II.2. Example of Operation of the Electronic
Settlement System

[0309] Now,the operationofthe electronic settlement sys-
tem 1A will be described with reference to FIGS. 27, 28, 29,
30, 34, and 36. FIGS. 27, 28, 29, and 30 are sequence dia-
grams showing an example ofan operation performed by the
electronic settlement system 1A during user registration.
FIGS. 34 and 36 show an example ofan operation performed
whenthe user acquires a negotiable value through the present
electronic settlement system 1Aafter the user registration.
[0310] First, the operation performed by the electronic
settlement system 1A until the user is registered will be
described with reference to FIGS. 27, 28, 29. and 30.

[0311] First, the unregistered user uses the mobile commu-
nication terminal 20Ato connect to the electronic settlement

server 10. The user then requests, from the electronicsettle-
ment server 10A, software for the mobile communication
terminal 20A (an application such as an i appli) which is
required to receive services from the electronic settlement
system 1A (FIG, 27; $1101). In response to the request, the
electronic settlement server 10A allowsthe data ofthe i appli
and the computerized contract document 713 to be down-
loaded into the mobile communication terminal 20A
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(S1102). Upon receiving the i appli and the computerized
contract document 713, the mobile communication terminal
20Aallowsthe data of the i appli andthelike to be stored in
a storage device such as a memory, while allowing the com-
puterized contract document713to be stored in a storage unit
703 (S1103). The i appli is executed by the CPUin the mobile
communication terminal 20A or the like to function as the

above-described payment request generating unit 202, trans-
fer request generating unit 208, electronic contract applying
unit 206,or the like.
[0312] In the above-described embodiment, the electronic
setementserver 10A is also used asa server for downloading
of the application suchas the i appli and a server for down-
loading of the computerized contract document 713. How-
ever, of course, the server for downloading ofthe application
such as the i appli and/or the server for downloading of the
computerized contract document 713 may be an apparatus or
a system that is separate fromthe electronic settlement server
LOA.

[0313] ‘The downloaded i appli is started by the user’s pre-
determined operationvia the mobile communication terminal
20A (S1104). Uponbeingstarted for the first time after down-
loading, the electronic contract applying unit 206, that is, the
iappli, allowsthe output unit 205 to display the computerized
contract document 713 (51104). The electronic contract
applying unit 206 thus urges the user to check the contents of
the computerized contract document 713.
[0314] Then, the mobile communication terminal 20A,
morespecifically the electronic contract applying unit 206,
accepts an input indicating whetheror notthe useris to sign
the electronic contract (S105). For example, the liquid crystal
display, that is, the output unit 205, displays the message
“Contents of contract are displayed. Will you sign contract?
YES/NO”orthe like to urge the userto input an answer. Ifthe
user opts to sign the contract according to the contents ofthe
computerized contract document 713, the electronic contact
applying unit 206, more specifically an encryption processing
unit 702, uses an encryption key 715 to generate an electronic
signature (S1106). In the present embodiment,the electronic
signature corresponds to a hash value for the computerized
contract document 713 in which the user’s address, name, and
the like are filled, the hash value being encrypted using the
encryption key 715 according to an RSA encryption scheme.
However, the present invention is not limited to this aspect.
For example, information may be used which allowsthe user
to be uniquely identified and whichis obtained by encrypting,
data that cannot be easily knownbythe third party. However,
in this case, the electronic certificate 711 is not utilized.
[0315] Then, the mobile communication terminal 20A,
morespecifically the electronic contract applying unit 206,
transmits the computerized contract document 713 (in which
the user’s address and nameare additionally filled), the elec-
tronic signature generated in $1106, and the user-side elec-
tronic certificate 711 to the electronic settlement server 10A

($1107).
[0316] Upon receiving the computerized contract docu-
ment 713 and others transmitted in the above-described

51107, the electronic settkement server 10A, more specifi-
cally the electronic contract processing unit 409A,inquires of
the authenticationserver 90, that is, an institution issuing the
user-side electronic certificate 711, about the validity ofthe
user-side electronic certificate 711 (S108). The authentica-
tion server 90 references a CRL (Certified Revocation List) to
determine the validity of the user-side electronic certificate
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711. The authentication server 90 then transmits the result of
the determination to the electronic settlement server 10A

(81109).

[0317] The description will be continued with reference to
FIG. 28.

[0318] Ifthe result of the determination indicates that the
user-side electronic certificate 711 is valid, the electronic
settlement server 10A, more specifically the electronic con-
tract processing unit 409A, executes a process ofverifying the
user-side electronic certificate 711 (S1110). That is, the elec-
tronic settlement server 10A uses the public key of a certifi-
cation authority (CA) to decrypt the electronic signature on
the user-side clectronic certificate 711 to determine whether

the electronic signature has been written by the certification
authority (CA). The electronic settlement server 10A further
determines whether ornot the user-side electronic certificate
711 has been altered. If the verifications in $1109 to $1111
are all successful, the user-side electronic certificate 711 is

determined to be credible, thal is, the encryption key (for
example, the public key according to the public encryption
key scheme) described in the user-side electronic certificate
711 is determined to belong to the user.
[0319] Ifthe verification of the user-side electronic certifi-
cate 711 is successful, the electronic settlement server 10A,
more specifically the electronic contract processing unit
409A,verifies the electronic signature attached to the com-
pulerized contract document 713 (81111). Thatis, the elec-
tronic settlement server 10A uses the encryption key
described in the user-side electronic certificate 711 to decrypt
the electronic signature attached to the computerized contract
document 713. ‘he electronic settlement server 10A thus

verifies the electronic signature and determinesthe validity of
the computerized contract document 713 (that the computer-
ized contract document 713 has not been altered).

[0320] If the verification of the electronic signature in
$1111 is successful. the electronic settlement server 10A,
more specifically the electronic contract processing unit
409A, determines that the computerized contract document
711 has beenvalidly signed by the user. The electronic settle-
ment server 10A, more specifically the electronic contract
processing unit 409A,furtherattaches the settlement compa-
ny’s electronic signature to the computerized contract docu-
ment 713 (to which the user’s electronic signature is already
attached) received from the mobile communication terminal
20A. The electronic settlement server 10A also attaches the

settlement company-side electronic certificate 712 to the
computerized contract document 713. The electronic settle-
ment server 10A then transmits the computerized contract
document 713, the settkement company’s electronic signa-
ture, and the settlement company-side electronic certificate
712 to the mobile communication terminal 20A ($1112).

[0321] Upon receiving the computerized contract docu-
ment 713 and others transmitted in step $1112, the mobile
communication terminal 20A, more specifically the clec-
tronic contract applying unit 206, inquires of the authentica-
tion server 90, that is, an institution issuing the settlement
company-side electronic certificate 712, about the validity of
the settlement company-side electronic certificate 712
(S1113). The authentication server 90 references the CRL
(Certified Revocation List) to determine the validity of the
settlement company-side electronic certificate 712. The
authentication server 90 then transmits the result ofthe deter-

mination to the electronic settlement server 10A (S1114).
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[0322] If the result of the determination indicates that the
settlement company-side electronic certificate 712 is valid,
the mobile communication terminal 20A, more specifically
the electronic contract applying unit 206, executes a process
of verifying the settlement company-side electronic certifi-
cate 712 (S1115). Thatis, the mobile communication termi-
nal 20A, more specifically the electronic contract applying
unit 206, uses the public key of the certification authority
(CA) to decrypt the electronic signature on the settlement
company-side electronic certificate 712 to determine whether
the electronic signature has been written by the certification
authority (CA). The mobile communication terminal 204A
further determines whether or not the settlement company-
side electronic certificate 712 has beenaltered. If the verifi-

cations in $1113 to S1115 are all successful, the settlement
company-side electronic certificate 712 is determined to be
credible, that is, the encryption key (for example, the public
key accordingto the public encryption key scheme) described
in the settlement company-side electronic certificate 712 is
determined to belong to the settlement company.
[0323] If the verification of the scttlement company-side
electronic certificate 712 is successful, the mobile communi-
cation terminal 20A, more specifically the electronic contract
applying unit 206, verifies the settlement company’s elec-
tronic signature attached to the computerized contract docu-
ment 713 (S1116). Thatis, the mobile communication termi-
nal 20A uses the encryption key described in the settlement
company-side electronic certificate 712 to decrypt the settle-
ment company’s electronic signature attached to the comput-
erized contract document 713. The mobile communication

terminal 20 thus verifies the settlement company’s electronic
signature and determines the validity of the computerized
contract document 713 (that the computerized contract docu-
ment 713 has not beenaltered).
[0324] Ifthe verificationofthe settlement company’s elec-
tronic signature in S1116 is successful, the mobile commu-
nication terminal 20A, more specifically the electronic con-
tract applying unit 206, determines that the computerized
contract document 713 has been validly signed bythe settle-
ment company.
[0325] Then, the mobile communication terminal 20A,
more specifically the electronic contract applying unit 206,
transmits the computerized contract document 713 (or a hash
value therefore) with the user’s electronic signature and the
settlement company’s electronic signature, to the time stamp
server 95. The mobile communication terminal 20 thus

requests the time stamp server 92 to issue a time stamp
($1117). Upon receiving the time stamp request, the time
stamp server 95 applies a date and time to the hash value for
the computerized contract document 713 with the user’s elec-
tronic signature and the settlement company’s electronic sig-
nature to generate a digitally signed time stamp token. The
time stamp server 95 then transmits the time stamp token to
the mobile communication terminal 204 (S1118).
[0326] The mobile communication terminal 20A, more
specifically the electronic contract applying unit 206,
acquires the time stamp token ($1119). Then, the mobile
communication terminal 20A adds the time stamp token to
the computerized contract document 713 with the user’s elec-
tronic signature and the settlement company’selectronicsig-
nature to obtain a computerized contract document storage
original 714. The mobile communication terminal 20A stores
the computerized contract documentstorage original 714 in
the storage unit 703, and also transmits the computerized
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contract document storage original 714 to the electronic
settlement server 104 (S1120).
[0327] Upon receiving the computerized contract docu-
ment storage original 714, the clectronic settlement server
10A, morespecifically the electronic contract processing unit
409A, stores the computerized contract document storage
original 714 in a storage unit 803 (S1121).
[0328] Thus, a contract for withdrawal substitution is
signed between the user and the settlement company. Under
the condition that the computerized contract documentstor-
age original 714 is stored in the electronic settlement server
10A, the electronic setlement server 10 accepts the user
registration. That is, if the computerized contract document
storage original 714 is not stored in the electronic settlement
server 10A, the useris not registered and cannotstart utilizing
the electronic settlement system 1A. In other words, storing
the computerized contract document storage original 714 in
the electronic settlement server 10A is essential for the user

registration.
[0329] Now, the operation ofthe electronic settlement sys-
tem 1A after step $1121 will be described with reference to
FIG. 29. In the sequence diagrams following FIG. 29, the
illustration ofthe authentication server 90 and the time stamp
server 95 is omitted.

[0330] Using the completion of step $1121asa trigger, the
electronic settlement server 10A transmits a user registration
start message to the mobile communication terminal 20A
(S1122).
[0331] Uponreceiving the userregistration start message,
the mobile communication terminal 20A starts the i appli
($1123). When started for the first time after downloading,
the i appli allowsthe output unit 205to display an initial input
screen via which the user inputs initial information, thus
urging the user to inputthe initial information ($1124). Here,
the requested initial information includes the user ID 602A,
password 603A, mail address 604A, bank number 605A,
branch office number 606A, account type 607A, account
number 608A, account holder’s name 609A, and personal
identification number 610A (see FIG. 21), The user ID 602A
and the password 603A maybepreset by the electronic settle-
ment server 10A without the need for the user’s input.
[0332] The user completes inputting the initial information
using the input unit 204 of the mobile communication lermi-
nal 20A. Then, the mobile communication terminal 20A con-
nects to the electronic settlement server 10A via the commm-

nication network 50 and transmits the input initial
information and the like to the electronic settlement server

10A (S1125).
[0333] Upon receiving the initial information, the elec-
tronic settlement server 20 transmits, to the charge accom-
modating network 40A, an account check request message
inquiring of the charge accommodating network 40A
whetheror not the initial information is correct and whether

or not the input user account is available (81126). Upon
receiving the account check request message, the charge
accommodating network 40A searches an account database
or the like for the presence and validity of the user account
indicated to be a check target in the account check request
message. The charge accommodating network 40A then
transmits the result of the determination to the electronic

settlement server 10A as an account check result message
(S1127). If the account check result message indicates that
the input account information is incorrect or the account is
unavailable, the electronic settlement server 10A having
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received the account check result message transmits a mes-
sage urging the initial information to be input again, to the
mobile communication terminal 20A (not shownin FIG. 29).
Onthe other hand, if the account check result message indi-
catesthat the input account informationis correct andthat the
inpul account is available, the electronic settlement server
10A having received the account check result message regis-
ters the user based onthe input initial information ($1128).
Thatis, the electronic settlement server 20 adds new records
601A and 1001Ato the user table 600A and the user retained

amount data 700A,respectively, both of which are located in
the database unit 403A. The electronic settlement server 20

thus writes the user ID 602A, password 603A, mail address
604A, bank number 605A, branch office number 606A,
account type 607A, account number 608A, account holder’s
name 609A, personal identification number 610A, user ID
1002.A, retained amount 1003<A,andthe like into the records
601A and 1001A.

[0334] Once the above-described user registration (S1128)
is completed. the electronic settlement server 10A transmits
the computerized contract document original 714 to the
charge accommodating network 40A (S1129). The charge
accommodating network 40A receives and stores the com-
puterized contract document original 714 (S1130). In the
present example, the charge accommodating network 40A
receives the computerized contract document original 714.
However, any apparatus can receive the computerized con-
tract document original 714 provided that the apparatus
enables the financial institution having the user account to
confirm the signing ofthe contract based on the computerized
contract document original 714.
[0335] Furthermore, in the above-described example, the
transmission of the computerized contract documentoriginal
714 to the charge accommodating network 40A follows the
user registration ($1128). However, the present invention can
be implemented regardless ofthe timing when the computer-
ized contract document original 714 is transmitted to the
charge accommodating network 40A,provided that the trans-
mission follows the generation of the computerized contract
documentoriginal 714 (the transmission follows $1119).
[0336] After the user registration (S1128)is completed, the
user can utilize the electronic settlement system 1A. An
example ofthe operation ofthe electronic settlement system
1A following the user registration will be described below
with reference to FIG. 30.

[0337] Simplyfinishing the above-described user registra-
tion doesnotallow the userto utilize the electronic settlement

system 1A to make a purchase (receive a negotiable value) via
the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A. The user
needs to use the mobile communication terminal 20A to

request the electronic settlement system 1A, more specifi-
cally the electronic settlement server 10A, to transfer an
appropriate amount ofthe deposit in the user account 41 to the
settlement company account 42. The amount consumed by
the user as a result ofthe provision of the negotiable value by
the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30Ais subtracted
from the deposit. The amountresulting from the subtractionis
equal to that paid to the negotiable-value providing apparatus
30A, and is transferred later to the game hall company’s
account, corresponding to the recipient of the payment, as a
result of processing by the charge accommodating network
40A. Now, with reference to FIG. 30, description will be
given of an example of an operation performed by the elec-
tronic settlement system 1A whenthe user requests the elec-
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tronic settlement server 10A to carry out a transfer from the
user account 41, thatis, the user’s own account,to the settle-
ment company account 42. FIG. 30 is a sequence diagram
showing an example of an operation performed bythe elec-
tronic settlement system 1A whenthe user requests a transfer
from the user account41 to the settlement company account
42.

[0338] First, the user uses the mobile communication ter-
minal 20A to start the i appli, more specifically the transfer
request generating unit 208 ($1201). Thestarted i appli, more
specifically the transfer request generating unit 208, allows
the output unit 205 of the mobile communication terminal
20A to display an input interface screenorthelike. The i appli
thus urgesthe userto input information required for a transfer
request message, for example, the transfer amount and the
personal accountidentification number.
[0339] Uponreceiving the input ($1202), the mobile com-
munication terminal 20A, more specifically the transfer
request generating unit 208, generates and transmits a transfer
request message to the electronic settlement server 10A via
the communication network 50 and the like (51203). The
transfer request messagestoresthe user IT) 206, the password
207, the personal account identification number 211, the
input transfer amount, andthe like.
[0340] Upon receiving the transfer request message, the
electronic settlement server 10A, more specifically the trans-
fer request processing unit 404A. searches the user table
600A using the user ID 206 contained in the transfer request
message as a key. The electronic settlement server 10A thus
acquires the bank number 605A,branchoffice number 606A,
account type 607A, account number608A, and account hold-
er’s name 609A, which are the information specifying the
user account 41, from the record 601A matching the user ID
206. Moreover, the electronic settlement server 10A reads
another stored information (not shownin the drawings) iden-
tifying the settlement company account, that is, the bank
number, branch office number, account type, and account
numberof the settlement company account. Then, based on
these pieces of information, the electronic settlement server
10A generates and transmits a transfer request to the charge
accommodating network 40A (S1204). A data configuration,
a communication procedure, andthe like for the transmission
ofthe transfer request may comply with a schemeadoptedfor
the charge accommodating network 40A.
[0341] Upon receiving the transfer request, the charge
accommodating network 40A executes a transfer process
according to the contents of the transfer request so as to
transfer a specified amount(hereinafter referred to as a “user
transfer amount’) from the user account41to the settlement
companyaccount 42 ($1205). Ifthe transfer process ($1205)
is executed normally, the charge accommodating network
40Atransmits a transfer result notification to the electronic

settlement server 10A to notify the electronic settlement
server 10A that the transfer process has been executed nor-
mally (S1206). If the transfer process fails to be properly
executed because of insufficient balance in the user account

41 or the like, the charge accommodating network 40A trans-
mits a transfer result notification indicating the failure in the
transfer to the electronic settlement server 10A.

 

[0342] Uponreceiving the transfer result notification indi-
cating the transfer process has been executed normally, the
electronic settlement server 10A executes a retained amount

data process of reflecting the user transfer amount in the
corresponding record 1001A in the user retained amountdata
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700A (S1207). The retained amount data process allows the
user to use the amount corresponding to the user transfer
amount, via the electronic settlement system 1A.
[0343] FIGS. 31 and 32 are diagramsillustrating an
example of an operation performed between the electronic
settlement server 10A and the charge accommodating net-
work 40A to process the user transfer amount.
[0344] FIG.31 shows an example ofa state observed before
the user transmits a transfer request messageto the electronic
settlement server 10A (FIG. 30, $1203). In the example, the
charge accommodating network 40A hasthe user account 41,
the settlement company account 42, and the gamehall com-
pany account 43.
[0345] Byway ofexample, itis assumedthat the balance of
the user account 41 is 100,000 yen and that the balanceofboth
the settlement company account 42 and the game hall com-
pany account 43is 0 yen. In actuality, a plurality ofusers and
a plurality of game hall companies have accounts in the
charge accommodating network 40A. However, FIGS. 31 and
32 show one user account 41 and one gamehall company
account 43 as typical examples.
[0346] As described above,the electronic settlement server
10A stores the user retained amount data 700A and the game
hall companyretained amount data 900A. ‘The user retained
amount data 700A has the record 1001A for each user. The

gamehall companyretained amount data 900A has the record
901A for each gamehall company.In the figures, the record
{001A is data corresponding to the uscr having the user
account 41. The record 901A is data corresponding to the
game hall company having the game hall company account
43. The retained amounts stored in the records 1001A and

901A are both assumedto be currently 0 yen.
[0347] Here, it is assumed that the user desires to use
10,000 yen from the user account 41 via the electronic settle-
ment system LA. FIG. 32 showsa state observedafter the user
has transmitted a transfer request message for a transfer of a
usertransfer amount of 10,000 yen, from the mobile commu-
nication terminal 20A to the electronic settlement server 10A;
the transmission follows the state shown in FIG. 31. In

responseto the transfer request message,the electronicsettle-
ment server 10A transmits the following transfer request to
the charge accommodating network 40A. The transfer
request is transmitted to the charge accommodating network
40A, requesting that the user transfer amount of 10,000 yen
and the charge to be paid to the scttlement company (for
example, 100 yen) be transferred from the user account 41 to
the settlement company account 42.
[0348] Upon receiving the transfer request, the charge
accommodating network 40A executes a processoftransfer-
ring 10,000 yen from the user account 41 to the settlement
company account 42. As a result, as shown in FIG. 32, the
balance of the user account 41 is 100,000 yen-10,100
yen=89,900 yen. The balance of the settkement company
account 42 is 0 yen+10,100 yen=10,100 yen. The charge
accommodating, network 40A changes the balances of the
accounts 41 and 42 as described above accordingto the trans-
fer request.
[0349] FIG. 33 showsa state observed after the electronic
settlement server 10A has executed a retained amount data

process (FIG. 30, $1207); the execution follows the state
shownin FIG, 32. As shownin FIG. 32 described above, after
executing the transfer process, the charge accommodating
network 40A transmits a transfer result notification indicating
that 10,100 yen has been transferred normally, to the elec-
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tronic settlement server 10A (FIG. 30, $1206). In response to
the transfer result notification, the electronic settlement
server 10A, more specifically the transfer request processing
unit 404A,addsthe transferred amountto the value ofthe user
retained amount 1003A stored in the record 10014 corre-

sponding to the user account 41 subjected to the transfer.
However, 100 yen, corresponding to the charge, is not added.
Asa result ofthe retained amount data process ($1207) based
onthe addition, 0 yen+10,000 yen=10,000 yenis recorded in
the record 1001A. ‘The 10,000 yenis the amountthat the user
can use via the electronic settlement system 1A.
[0350] Now, with reference to FIG. 34, description will be
given of an example of an operation performed by the elec-
tronic settlement system 1A whenthe user attempts to obtain
a negotiable value from the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30A. FIG. 34 is a sequence diagram showing an
example of an operation performed bythe electronic settle-
ment system 1A whenthe user allows the mobile communi-
cation terminal 20A and the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30A to communicate via the short-distance

communication means 201303A in order to obtain a nego-
tiable value from the negotiable-value providing apparatus
30A.

[0351] It is assumedthat theuserfirst attempts to obtain a
negotiable value from the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30A ulilizing the present electronic settlement system
1A.

[0352] In this case, the user allows the mobile communica-
tion terminal 20A and the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30A to carry out short-distance communication so that
the mobile communication terminal 20A can acquire the
equipmentID andthelike of the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A. For example,it is assumedthat the terminal-
side short-distance communication unit 201 is an IC chip for
non-contact IC cards and that the providing apparatus-side
short-distance communication unit 303 is a reader/writer.

Then, upon sensing that the chip for non-contact IC cardsis
nearby, the reader/writer, serving as the providing apparatus-
side short-distance communication unit 303, transmits the
equipmentID, an application numberspecifying an applica-
tion suchas thei appli, and a user payment amount, which are
all stored in the reader/writer, to the chip for non-contact IC
cards, serving as the terminal-side short-distance communi-
cation unit 201 ($1301). Here, the equipmentID is identifi-
cation information allowing the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A to be uniquely identified. The application
numberis identification information uniquely identifying the
application such as the i appli which operates in the mobile
communication termmal 20A. The user payment amountis
information indicative of the value of consideration for the

negotiable value providedto the user by the negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30A. Whenthe purchase of a negotiable
valuc is requested via the mobile communication terminal
20A,the negotiable-valuc providing apparatus 30A considers
the requestto be a purchase request for a negotiable value for
a pre-specified payment amount. For example, if the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30A is a ball renting
machine, the user moves the mobile communication terminal
30 closer to the ball renting machine, corresponding to the
negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A,to allow the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30A to read data fromthe
chip for non-contact IC cards. Then, the negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30A considers the request to be a pur-
chase request for rental balls for a payment amount (for
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example, 1,000 yen) specified for the negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30A. The user payment amount may vary
with the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A. For
example, the payment amount maybeset to 1,000 yen for a
ball renting machine A installed in the gamehall and to 5,000
yen for another ball renting machine B installed in the same
game hall. Alternatively, the user payment amount may be
selectively determined by the user. For example, if the nego-
tiable-valuc providing apparatus 30A is a prepaid card issuing
apparatus, the prepaid card issuing apparatus can issuc pre-
paid cards for a plurality of different amounts (for example,
1,000 yen, 3,000 yen, 5,000 yen, and 10,000 yen), and has a
plurality of amount determination buttons used to specify the
respective amounts. ‘he user depresses the amount determi-
nation button for the desired amount to buy the prepaid card
for the desired amount. In this case, the amount selected by
the user via the amount determination button maybe consid-
ered by the clectronic settlement system 1A to be the user
payment amount.

[0353] Theabove-described userpayment amount need not
necessarily be transmitted fromthe negotiable-value provid-
ing, apparatus 30A to the mobile communication terminal
20A in step $1301. ‘lhe payment amount may be determined
by the electronic settlement server 10A based on the equip-
ment ID using a prepared table.
[0354] Upon receiving the equipment ID, the application
number, and the user payment amount, the terminal-side
short-distance communication unit 201 starts the application
such asthe i appli which correspondsto the application num-
ber, that is, the payment request generating unit 202 ($1302).
At this time, the equipment ID and the user payment amount
are passed from the terminal-side short-distance communica-
tion unit 201 to the payment request generating unit 202.
[0355] The started payment request gencrating unit 202
generates a payment request message containing the equip-
ment ID and user payment amountreceived from the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30A andthe user ID 206 and
password 207 stored in the user information storage unit 207.
The payment request generating unit 202 then transmits the
payment request message to the electronic settlement server
10A ($1303).

[0356] Upon receiving the payment request message, the
electronic settlement server 10A, more specifically the pay-
ment request processing unit 402Afirst searches for the user
retained amount data 700A using the user ID 206 as a search
key. The electronic settlement server 10A thus acquires the
retained amount 1003A from the record 1001A correspond-
ing to the user ID 206. The payment request processing unit
402A compares the user payment amount with the retained
amount 1003A to determine whetheror not the user payment
amount can be withdrawn tromthe retained amount 10034

($1304).

[0357] In step $1304, upon determining that the user pay-
ment amount cannot be withdrawn, the payment request pro-
cessing unit 402Astarts the result notifying unit 407A. The
result notifying unit 407A generates and transmits a process-
ing result notification based on the determinationto the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30A and/or the mobile com-
munication terminal 20A. Uponreceiving the processing,
result notification, the mobile communication terminal 20A
displays the contents ofthe processing result notification on
the output unit 205 thereof. The contents of the processing
result notification are, for example, “Settlement request has
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been processed. Thank you for allowing us to serve you” or
“Short balance. Settlementhasfailed.”

[0358] Onthe other hand, upon determining in step $1304
that the user payment amountcan be withdrawn,the payment
request processing unit 402Astarts the provision instructing
unit 406A. Thestarted provisioninstructing unit 406A trans-
mits a provision instruction message to the negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30A (S1305). The negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30A provides the user with a negotiable
value corresponding to the user payment amount ($1306).
The destination address of the provision instruction message
is determined based on the equipmentIP address 1303in the
corresponding record 1301A obtained by searching the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus table 1000A using the
equipmentID as a key.
[0359] Furthermore, upon determining in step $1304 that
the user payment amount can be withdrawn, the payment
request processing unit 402A rewrites the user retained
amount data 700A, more specifically the retained amount
1003A in the record 10014 with the corresponding user ID,
and the gamehall companyretained amount data 900A, more
specifically the retained amount 903A in the record 901A
with the corresponding gamehall company ID,so as to allow
the user payment amountto be transferred.
[0360] Furthermore, upon determining in step $1304 that
the user payment amount can be withdrawn, the electronic
settlement server 10A, morespecifically the payment request
processing unit 402A,starts the result notifying unit 407A.
The started result notifying unit 407A transmits an execution
completion message notifying the mobile communication
terminal 20A that the specified payment amount has been
paid ($1308). The execution completion message indicates
that a payment procedure corresponding to the user’s speci-
fied payment amount has ended. The destination address of
the execution completion message is determined based on the
mail address 604A in the corresponding record 601A
obtained by searching the user table 600A using the user ID as
a key.
[0361] Uponreceiving the execution completion message,
the mobile communication terminal 20A allows the output
unit 205 to provide a result display showing the contents of
the execution completion message (51309). For example, as
the result display, the output unit 205 of the mobile commu-
nication terminal 20A shows the message “1,000 yen has
been paid from XX’s retained amount”. Alternatively, during
the result display, the value of the retained amount 1003A
resulting from the withdrawal ofthe payment amount, thatis,
the balance in the electronic settlement server 10A, may be
displayed. However, the retained amount 1003 is not stored in
the mobile communication terminal 20A. The electronic
settlement server 10A stores the retained amount 1003A.

[0362] FIG.35isadiagram showingthe storagestate ofthe
electronic settlement server 10A and the charge accommo-
dating network 40A resulting from the processing from step
$1301 to step $1307 following thestate shown in FIG, 33. In
the state shown in FIG. 33 and in whichthe user payment
amount has not been transferred yet, the retained amount
1003A in the corresponding record 10014inthe userretained
amount data 700A is 10,000 ven. The retained amount 903A
in the corresponding record 901A in the game hall company
retained amount data 900A is 0 yen.
[0363] FIG. 35 shows a state observed after the transfer
process ($1307) has been executed if the user payment
amount is 1,000 yen. In the transfer process (81307), the
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paymentrequest processing unit 402 of the electronic settle-
mentserver 10A subtracts the user payment amountof 1,000
yen from 10,000 yen,that is, the value ofthe retained amount
1003A, corresponding to the user’s retained amount, to
rewrite the value of the retained amount 1003 to 9,000 yen.
Furthermore, the payment request processing unit 402 adds
the user payment amount of 1,000 yen to 0 yen, that is, the
value of the retained amount 903A, corresponding to the
gamehall company’s retained amount, to rewrite the value of
the retained amount 903A to 1,000 yen.
[0364] The rewriting of the retained amounts 1003A and
903A based onthe transfer process (S1307) allows the elec-
tronic settlement server 10A to pay consideration for the
provision of a negotiable value by the negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30A, that is, allows the user to pay to the
game hall company.
[0365] The processing from step $1301 to step $1309
described above is executed every time each user buys a
negotiable value utilizing the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A. Each user payment amount is added and
recorded as the retained amount of the corresponding game
hall company. That is, every time the user buys a negotiable
value utilizing the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A,
the value of the retained amount 903A of the game hall
company owningor operating the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A increases.
[0366] The gamehall company’s retained amount 903A
needs to be transferred to the game hall company account 43
on the charge accommodating network 40A. The transfer to
the game hall company account 43 in the electronic settle-
ment system 1A will be described below with reference to
FIG. 36. FIG. 36 is a sequence diagram showing an example
of the process ofa transfer to the game hall company account
43 in the electronic settlement system 1A.
[0367] Theelectronic settlement server 10A, more specifi-
cally the clearing processing unit 405A, is automatically
started at a predeterminedtiming to execute a transfer request
generating process (S1401). Theresulting transfer request is
a message requesting the charge accommodating network
40A to transfer the amount corresponding to the retained
amount 903A from the settlement companyaccount 42 to the
gamehall company account 43. The details ofthe message are
set so as to meet the specifications of the charge accommo-
dating network 40A.
[0368] Inthe transfer request generating process (S1401),
one transfer request is generated for each record 901A inthe
game hall companyretained amounttable 900A. The transfer
request stores information identifying the game hall company
account 43, corresponding to a destination account, that is,
the bank number 803A. branch office number 804A, account
type 805A, account number 806A, and accountholder’s name
807A. The transfer request also stores the bank number,
branch office number, account type, account number, and
account holder’s nameofthe settlement companyaccount42,
as information identifying the settlement company account
42, corresponding, to a source account. The transfer request
further stores the value of an amount based on the retained
amount 903A as a transfer amount. The amount based on the

retained amount 903A need not necessarily be the same as the
retained amount but is, for example. the retained amount
minusthe charge for the scttlement company.
[0369] The clearing processing unit 405A maybe auto-
matically started at any predetermined timing provided that
the CPUcan determine the timing. or example, the timing
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may be based on a temporal condition (the thirtieth day of
every month, the fourth Monday of every month,the fifth,
tenth, fifteenth, twentieth, twenty-fifth, and thirtieth of every
month, orthe like) or on the amount condition; the clearing
processing unit 405A maybe started when the retained
amount reaches a predetermined value. The clearing process-
ing unit 405A need not necessarily be automatically started.
The present invention can be implemented even when the
clearing processing unit 405A is manually operated by the
administrator or operator of the electronic settlement server
10A.

[0370] The clearing processing unit 405A gencrates trans-
fer requests for the respective records 901A and transmits the
generated transfer request to the charge accommodating net-
work 40A (81402). Upon receiving the transfer requests, the
charge accommodating network 40A executes the process of
a transfer from the settlement company account 42 to the
game hall companyaccount 43 according, to the contents of
each ofthe transfer requests (81403). The processing from
step $1401 to step $1403 allows the total amount paid by each
user as considerationfor the use of the negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30A to be transferred to the corresponding
game hall companyaccount 43.
[0371] Upon receiving a transferresult notification indicat-
ing the transfer process has been executed normally, the elec-
tronic settlement server 10A executes a retained amount data

processofreflecting the transfer amount in the corresponding
record 901A in the gamehall company retained amount data
900A (S1405). The retained amount data process sets the
value ofthe pamehall company’s retained amount 903A back
to “zero”.

[0372] FIG.37 isa diagram showingthe storagestate ofthe
electronic settlement server 10A and the charge accommo-
dating network 40A resulting from the processing from step
$1401 to step $1405 following the state shown in FIG. 35. In
the state shown in FIG. 35, the retained amount 903A in the
record 901A is 1,000 yen. The clearing processing unit 405A
generates a transfer request requesting that the value of the
retained amount 903A minus the charge for the settlement
company (for example, 10 yen), that is, 990 yen, be trans-
ferred from the settlement company account 42 to the game
hall company account 43, The clearing processing unit 405A
transmits the transfer request to the charge accommodating
network 40A ($1402).
[0373] Upon receiving the transfer request, the charge
accommodating network 40A executes a transfer process of
transferring 990 yen from the settlement company account 42
to the gamehall company account 43 (S1403). As a result,
10,100 yen minus 990 yen,that is, 9,110 yen, is stored in the
settlement company account 42 as the balance. Onthe other
hand, 0 yenplus 990yen,that is, 990 yen,is stored in the game
hall companyaccount43 as the balance. In the balance of the
setUement company account42, thal is, 9,110 yen, 9,000 yen
is depusiled by the user, and the remaiming 110 yen is the
settlement company’s profit. Thus, the electronic settlement
company can gaina profit from the operation of the present
electronic settlement system 1A.

Ill. Third Embodiment

[0374] Now, a third embodiment of the present invention
will be described.

11.1. Example of Configurationof the Electronic
Settlement System

 

[0375] The electronic settlement system 1A according to
the second embodimentdiffers from an electronic settlement
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system 1A according to the second embodimentin that the
former deals with paymentto a plurality of different game
hall companies, whereas the latter copes with payment to a
single game hall company. Thus, according to the second
embodiment, oneelectronic settlement system 1A is provided
for each game hall company. However, a plurality of game
halls operated by the same gamehall company can be dealt
with by the sameelectronic settlement system 1A.
[0376] Furthermore, an electronic settlement server 10A
accordingto the third embodimentdiffers from the electronic
settlement server accordingto the first embodimentin that the
former eliminates the need for the clearing processing unit
405A.

Example of Configuration of the Electronic
Settlement System According to the Third

Embodiment 

[0377] The configuration of the electronic settlement sys-
temaccording to the third embodimentis basically similar to
that according to the second embodiment, and will thus not be
described below in detail. Since the electronic settlement

server 10A according to the third embodiment deals with a
single gamehall company, a database unit 403A of the elec-
tronic settlement server 10A need not have a gamehall com-
pany table 800A or a game hall companyretained amount
table 900A.

111.2. Example of Operation of the Electronic
Settlement System According to the Third

Embodiment 

[0378] Now, an example of the operationof the electronic
settlement system according to the second embodiment will
be described.

[0379] Also in the electronic settlement system LA accord-
ing to the second embodiment, the userfirst needs to down-
load an application such as the i appli and beregistered in the
electronic settlement system LA, more specifically the elec-
tronic settlement server 10A. This processing is similar to that
in the example of the operation according to the second
embodiment shownin FIG.27 to FIG. 29. Thus, the process-
ing according to the third embodiment will not be described
below in detail.

[0380] Asinthe case ofthe second embodiment,in the third
embodiment, simply finishing the above-described user reg-
istration does not allow the user to make a purchase (receive
a negotiable value) utilizing the electronic setUement system
1A from a negoliable-value providing apparatus 30A. The
user needs to use a mobile communication terminal 20A to

request the electronic settlement system 1A, more specifi-
cally the electronic settlement server 10A, to transfer an
appropriate amount of the deposit in a user account 41 to a
settlement company account 42. The amount consumed by
the user for the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A is
subtracted from the deposit. The amountresulting from the
subtraction is equal to that paid to the negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30A, and is transferred to the game hall
company account 43, corresponding to the recipient of the
payment, as a result of processing by a charge accommodat-
ing network 40A. Now,with reference to FIG. 38, description
will be givenofan example ofan operation performed by the
electronic settlement system 1A according to the second
embodiment whenthe user requests the electronic settlement
server 10A to carry out a transfer from the user account 41,
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that is, the user’s own account, to the settlement company
account 42. [IG. 38 is a sequence diagram showing an
example of an operation performed bythe electronic settle-
ment system 1A whenthe user requests a transfer from the
user account 41 to the settlement company account 42.
[0381] First, the user uses the mobile communicationter-
minal 20A to start an i appli, more specifically a transfer
request generating unit 208 ($1501). The started i appli, more
specifically the transfer request generating unit 208, allows an
output unit 205 ofthe mobile communication terminal 20A to
display an input interface screen or the like. The i appli thus
urges the user to input information required for a transfer
request message, for example, a transfer amount and a per-
sonal account identification number.

[0382] Upon recciving the input ($1502), the mobile com-
munication terminal 20A, more specifically the transfer
request generating unit 208, generates and transmits a transfer
request messageto the electronic settlement server 10A viaa
communication network 50 and the like (S1503). The transfer
request message stores a user ID 206, a password 207, the
input transfer amount and personal account identification
number, and the like.

[0383] Upon receiving the transfer request message, the
electronic settlement server 10A, more specifically a transfer
request processing unit 404A, scarches a user table 600A
using the user ID 206 contained in the transfer request mes-
sage as a key. The electronic settlement server 10A thus
acquires a bank number 605A,a branch office number 606A,
an account type 607A, an account number 608A, and an
account holder’s name 609.4, which are the information
specifying the user account 41, froma record 601A matching
the user ID 206. Moreover, the electronic settlement server
10Areads anotherstored information (not showninthe draw-
ings) identifying the settlement company account, that is, the
bank number, branch office number, account type, and
account numberofthe settlement company account 42. Then,
based on these picces of information, the clectronic scttle-
ment server 10A generates and transmitsa transfer request to
the charge accommodating network 40A (S1504). A data
configuration, a communication procedure, and thelike for
the transmission of the transfer request may comply with a
scheme adopted for the charge accommodating network 40A.
[0384] Upon receiving the transfer request, the charge
accommodating network 40A executes a transfer process
according to the contents of the transfer request so as to
transfor a specified amount(hereinafter referred to as a “user
transfer amount’) from the user account 41 to the settlement
companyaccount 42 ($1505). Ifthe transfer process (S1505)
is executed normally, the charge accommodating network
40A transmits a transfer result notification to the electronic

setuement server 10A to notify the electronic settlement
server 10A that the transfer process has been executed nor-
mally (S1506). If the transfer process fails to be properly
executed because ofinsufficient balance in the user account

41 orthe like, the charge accommodating network 40A trans-
mits a transfer result notification indicating the failure in the
transfer to the electronic settlement server 10.4.

[0385] The processing from $1501 to $1506 is similar to
that from $1201 to $1206 according to thefirst embodiment.
[0386] After S1506, the electronic settlement server 10A,
more specifically the transfer request processing unit 404A,
generates and transmits a transfer request requesting a trans-
fer of an amount corresponding to the user transfer amount
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from the settlement company account 42 to a gamehall com-
pany account 43, to the charge accommodating network 40A
($1507).
[0387] Theelectronic settlement server 10A, more specifi-
cally the transfer request processing unit 404A, reads pre-
stored information identifying the settlkement company
account 42, that is, the bank number, branch office number,
account type, and account numberofthe settlement company
account 42, and information identifying the game hall com-
pany account 43, that is, the bank number, branch office
number, account type, account number, and account holder’s
nameof the game hall company account 43. The electronic
settlement server 10A generates a transfer request from the
above-described pieces of information and an amount based
on a user payment amount. ‘lhe electronic settlement server
10A then transmits the transfer request to the charge accom-
modating network 40A (S1507). In the present embodiment,
the “amountbased on the user payment amount”refers to the
amount(hereinafter referred to as the “game hall company
transfer amount’’) obtained by subtracting a charge to be paid
to the settlement company from the user payment amount. A
data configuration, a communication procedure, and thelike
for the transmission of the transfer request may comply with
the scheme adopted for the charge accommodating network
40A.

[0388] Upon receiving the transfer request, the charge
accommodating network 40A executes a transfer process
according to the contents of the transfer request so as to
transfer the pame hall company transfer amount from the
settlement company account 42 to the game hall company
account 43 ($1508). If the transfer process ($1508) is
executed normally, the charge accommodating network 404
transmitsa transfer result notification to the electronic settle-

ment server 10A to notify the electronic settlement server
10A that the transfer process has been executed normally
($1509).
[0389] Upon receiving the transfer result notification indi-
cating the transfer process has been executed normally, the
electronic settlement server 10A executes a retained amount

data processofreflecting the user transfer amountin a corre-
sponding record 1001A in a user retained amount data 700A
($1510). The retained amount data process allowsthe userto
use the amount correspondingtothe user transfer amount, via
the electronic settlement system 1A.
[0390] FIG. 39 to FIG. 42 are diagramsillustrating the
storage state of the electronic settlement server 10A and
charge accommodating network 40Aaccording to the second
embodiment observed when processing of the user transfer
amountis executed between the electronic settlement server

10A and the charge accommodating network 40A.
[0391] FIG.39 shows an example ofa state observed before
the user transmits a transfer request messageto the electronic
settlement server 10A (FIG. 38, $1503). In the example, the
charge accommodating network 40A hasthe user account41,
the settlement company account 42, and the gamehall com-
pany account 43.
[0392] It is assumedthat the balance ofthe user account 41
is 100,000 yen andthat balance of both the settlement com-
pany account 42 and the game hall company account 43 is 0
yen. In actuality, a plurality of users and a plurality of game
hall companies have accounts in the charge accommodating
network 40A. However, FIG. 39 to FIG. 42 showone user
account 41 and one gamehal! company account43 as typical
examples.
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[0393] As described above,the electronic settlement server
10Astores the user retained amount data 700A. However,
unlike in the case of the second embodiment, in the third
embodiment, the electronic settlement server 10. need not
store game hall company retained amountdata 900A.
[0394] FIG. 40 showsa state observed after the user has
transmitted a transfer request message from the mobile com-
munication terminal 20A to the electronic settlement server

10A, requesting a transfer ofa user transfer amount of 10,000
yen; the transmission follows the state shown in FIG. 39. In
response lo the transfer request message, the electronicsettle-
ment server 10A transmits the following transfer request to
the charge accommodating network 40A (see $1504). The
transfer request is transmitted to the charge accommodating
network 40A, requesting that the user transfer amount of
10,000 yen and a chargeto bepaid to the settlement company
(for example, 100 yen) be transferred. from the user account
41 to the settlement company account 42.
[0395] Upon receiving the transfer request, the charge
accommodating network 40A executes a process of transfer-
ring 10,100 yen from the user account 41 to the settlement
companyaccount 42 (see $1505). As a result, as shown in
FIG. 40, the balance of the user account 41 is 100,000 yen-
10,100 yen—89,900 yen. The balanceof the settlement com-
panyaccount 42 is 0 yen+10,100 yen—10,100 yen. The charge
accommodating network 40A changes the balances of the
accounts 41 and 42 as described above accordingto the trans-
fer request.
[0396] FIG. 41 showsa state observed after the electronic
settlement server 10A has transmitted a transfer request for a
transfer of the transfer amount to the game hall company
account 43, to the charge accommodating network 40A
(S1507) and the charge accommodating network 40A has
executed a transfer process (S1508) corresponding to the
transfer request; the transmission and execution follow the
state shownin FIG. 40.

[0397] The electronic settlement server 10A transmits the
following transfer request requesting a transfer ofthe transfer
amount to the game hall company account 43 to the charge
accommodating network 40A (see $1507). The transfer
request is transmitted to the charge accommodating network
40A, requesting that a game hall company transfer amount
(10,000 yen-100 yen=9,900 yen) corresponding to the user
transfer amount of 10,000 yen minusthe chargeto be paid to
the settlement company(for example, 100 yen) be transferred
from the settlement company account 42 to the gamehall
companyaccount 43.
[0398] Upon receiving the transfer request, the charge
accommodating network 40A executes a processoftransfer-
ring 9,900 yen fromthe settlement companyaccount 41to the
gamehall company account 43 (see $1508). As a result, as
shown in FIG. 41, the balance of the settlement company
account 42 is 10,100 yen—9,900 yen=200 yen. The balance of
the game hall company account43 is 0 yen+9,900 yen=9,900
yen. The balance of the user account 41 remains to be 89,900
yen. The charge accommodating network 40A changes the
balances ofthe accounts 41 and 42 according to the transfer
request as described above.
[0399] FIG. 42 is a diagram showingthe storageslate of the
electronic settlement server 10A and the charge accommo-
dating network 40A resulting from execution ofa retained
amount data process (S1510) bythe electronic settlement
server 10A following the state shown in FIG. 41. As shown in
VIG. 38, after executing the transfer process (51508), the
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charge accommodating network 40A transmits a transfer
result notification indicating that the game hall company
transfer amount has been transferred normally, to the elec-
tronic settlement server 10A (S1509).
[0400] In response to the transfer result notification, the
electronic settlement server 104, more specifically the trans-
fer request processing unit 404A, executes a retained amount
data process (S1510) ofadding the usertransfer amountto the
userretained amountstoredin the record 1001A correspond-
ing to the user account 41 subjected to the transfer. However,
100 yen, corresponding to the charge, is not added. As a result
of the retained amount data process (S1510) based on the
addition, 0 yen+10,000 yen=10,000 yen is recorded in the
record 10014. The 10,000 yenis the amountthat the user can
usevia the electronic settlement system 1A.
[0401] Now, with reference to FIG. 43, description will be
given of an example of an operation performed by the elec-
tronic settlement system 1A whentheuser attempts to obtain
a negotiable value fromthe negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30 in the electronic settlement system 1A according to
the third embodiment. FIG. 43 is a sequence diagram showing
an example ofan operation performedbythe electronic settle-
ment system 1A whenthe user allows the mobile communi-
cation terminal 20A and the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30.A to communicate via short-distance communication

means in order to obtain a negotiable value from the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30A.
[0402] It is assumed thatthe user first allemplts to obtain a
negotiable value from the negotiable-value providing, appa-
ratus 30A utilizing the present electronic settlement system
1A.

[0403] In this case, the user allows the mobile communica-
tion terminal 20A and the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus 30A to carry out short-distance communication so that
the mobile communication terminal 20A can acquire the
equipment ID andthelike of the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A. For example, it is assumed that a terminal-
side short-distance communication unit 201 is an IC chip for
non-contact IC cards and that a providing apparatus-side
short-distance communication unit 303 is a reader/writer.

Then, upon sensing that the chip for non-contact IC cards is
nearby,the reader/writer, serving as the providing apparatus-
side short-distance communication unit 303, transmits the
equipment ID, an application number, and a user payment
amount, which are all stored in the reader/writer, to the chip
for non-contact IC cards, serving as the terminal-side short-
distance communication unit 201 (81601). Here, the equip-
ment ID is identification information allowing the negotiable-
value providing apparatus 30A to be uniquely identified. The
application number is identification information uniquely
identifying the application such as the i appli which operates
in the mobile communication terminal 20A. The user pay-
ment amountis information indicative ofthe valuc of consid-

eration for the negotiable valuc provided to the user by the
negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A. When the pur-
chase of a negotiable value is requested via the mobile com-
munication terminal 20A, the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30.4 considers the request to be a purchase request
for a negotiable value for a pre-specified payment amount.
For example, ifthe negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A
is a ball renting machine, the user moves the mobile commu-
nication terminal 30 closer to the ball renting machine to
allow the ball renting machine to read data from the chip for
non-contact IC cards. Then, the negotiable-value providing
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apparatus 30A considers the request to be a purchase request
for rental balls for a payment amount (for example, 1,000
yen) specified for the negotiable-value providing apparatus
30A. The user payment amount mayvarywith the negotiable-
value providing apparatus 30A. For example, the payment
amount maybeset to 1,000 yen for a ball renting machine A
installed in the game hall and to 2,000 ven for another ball
renting, machine B installed in the same gamehall. Alterna-
tively, the user payment amount may be selectively deter-
mined by the user. For example, if the negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30is a prepaid card issuing apparatus, the
prepaid card issuing apparatus can issue prepaid cards for a
plurality of different amounts (for example, 1,000 yen, 3,000
yen, 5,000 yen, and 10,000 yen), andhasa plurality ofamount
determination buttons used to specifythe respective amounts.
The user depresses the amount determination button for the
desired amount to buy the prepaid card for the desired
amount. In this case, the amountselected by the user via the
amount determination button may be considered by the elec-
tronic settlement system 1A to be the user payment amount.
[0404] The above-described user payment amount need not
necessarily be transmitted from the negotiable-value provid-
ing apparatus 30A to the mobile communication terminal
20Ain step 81601. The payment amount may be determined
bythe electronic settlement server 10A based on the equip-
ment ID using a preparedtable.
[0405] Upon receiving the equipment ID, the application
number, and the payment amount, the terminal-side short-
distance communication unit 201 starts the application such
as the i appli which correspondsto the application number,
that is, a payment request generating unit 202 (S1602). At this
time, the equipment 1D and the user payment amount are
passed from the terminal-side short-distance communication
unit 201 to the payment request generating unit 202.
[0406] The started payment request generating, unit 202
generates a payment request message containing the equip-
ment ID and user payment amount received from the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30A and a user ID 206 anda
password 207 stored in a user information storage unit 207.
The payment request generating unit 202 then transmits the
payment request message to the electronic settlement server
10A (81603).
[0407] In step S1604, upon determining that the user pay-
ment amount cannot be withdrawn, a payment request pro-
cessing unit 402A starts a result notifying unit 407A. The
result notifying unit 407A generates and transmits a process-
ing result notification based on the determination to the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus 30A and/or the mobile com-
munication terminal 20A. Uponreceiving the processing
result notification, the mobile communication terminal 20A
displays the contents of the processing result notification on
the output unit 205 thereof. The contents of the processing
result notification are, for example, “Short balance. Settle-
ment has failed”

[0408] Onthe other hand, upon determining in step $1604
that the user payment amountcan be withdrawn,the payment
request processing unit 402A starts a provision instructing
unit 406A. The started provisioninstructing unit 406A trans-
mils 4 provision instruction message to the negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30A (S1605). The provisioninstruction
message contains the payment amount. The negotiable-value
providing apparatus 30.4 provides the user with a negotiable
value corresponding to the payment amount ($1606). The
destination address of the provision instruction message 1s
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determined based on an equipment IP address 1003 in a
corresponding record 1001 obtained by scarching a nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus table 1000A using the
equipmentID as a key.
[0409] Furthermore, upon determining in step $1604 that
the user payment amount can be withdrawn, the payment
request processing unit 402A rewrites the user retained
amount data 700A, more specifically the retained amount
1003 in the record 1001 with the corresponding user ID so as
to reduce the retained amount 1003 by the payment amount
($1607).
[0410] Furthermore, upon determining in step $1604 that
the user payment amount can be withdrawn, the electronic
settlement server 10A, more specifically the payment request
processing unit 402A,starts a result notifying unit 407A. ‘The
started. result notifying unit 407A transmits an execution
completion message notifying the mobile communication
terminal 20A that the specified payment amount has been
paid ($1608). The execution completion message indicates
that a payment procedure correspondingto the user’s speci-
fied payment amount has ended. The destination address of
the execution completion message is determined based on a
mail address 604A in a corresponding record 601A obtained
by searching a user table 600A using the user ID as a key.
[0411] Upon receiving the execution completion message,
the mobile communication terminal 20A allows the output
unit 205 to provide a result display corresponding to the
contents of the execution completion message (S1609). For
example, as the result display, the output unit 205 of the
mobile communication terminal 20A shows the message
“1,000 yenhas beenpaid from X.X’s retained amount”. Alter-
natively, during the result display, the value ofthe retained
amount 1003A resulting from the withdrawal of the payment
amount, that is, the balancein the electronic settlement server
10A, may be displayed. However, the retained amount 1003A
is not stored in the mobile communication terminal 20A. The
electronic settlement server 10A stores the retained amount
1003A.

[0412] FIG. 44 is a diagram showingthe storagestate ofthe
electronic settlement server 10A and the charge accommo-
dating network 40A resulting from execution ofthe process-
ing from step $1601 to step $1607 following thestate shown
in FIG. 42. In the state shown in FIG. 42 and in which the

transfer of the payment amounthasnot been carried outyet,
the retained amount 1003A in the corresponding record
1001Ainthe user retained amount data 700A is 10,000 yen.
[0413] FIG. 44 showsa state observed after the transfer
process (S1607) has been executed if the payment amountis
1,000 yen. In the transfer process (S1607), the payment
request processing unit 402 ofthe electronic settlement server
10A subtracts the payment amount of 1,000 yen from 10,000
yen, that is, the value ofthe retained amount 1003A,corre-
spondingto the user’s retained amount, to rewrite the value of
the retained amount 1003A to 9,000 yen.
[0414] The rewriting of the retained amount 1003A based
on the transfer process (S1607) allows the electronic settle-
ment server 10A to pay consideration for the provision ofa
negotiable value bythe negotiable-value providing apparatus
304A,thatis. allowsthe user to pay to the game hall company.
[0415] The processing from step $1601 to step $1609
described above is executed every time each user buys a
negotiable value utilizing the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A. However, unlike in the case of the second
embodiment, each user’s payment amount is not added or
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recorded as the retained amount of the corresponding game
hall company. Furthermore, unlike the second embodiment,
the third embodiment eliminates the need to transfer the

retained amount 903Aofthe gamehall companyto the game
hall company account 43 on the charge accommodating net-
work 40A according to a transfer request from the electronic
settlement server 10A. That is, the third embodiment elimi-
nates the needfor a transfer to the game hall company account
43 in the electronic settlement system 1A as shownin FIG. 36
(see $1401 to $1405).

TV. Variations and Others

[0416] Variations of the second andthird embodiments will
be described below.

[0417] (1) QRcodesor the like maybe displayed ona liquid
crystal display provided in the negotiable-value providing
apparatus 30A. Furthermore, a bar code reader utilizing a
CCD camera maybe provided in the mobile communication
terminal 20A to read bar codes. These arrangements replace
the providing apparatus-side short-distance communication
unit 303 and the terminal-side short-distance communication

unit 201. In this case, information indicated by the bar code
maydirectly be the equipment ID.
[0418] (2) In the above-describedfirst and second embodi-
ments, fora transfer fromthe user account 41 to the settlement
companyaccount, a transfer request is transmitted from the
mobile communication terminal 20A to the charge accom-
modating network 40A via the electronic settlement server
10A. However, the present invention can be implemented
even whenthe transfer request is transmitted from the mobile
communication terminal 20A directly to the charge accom-
modating network 40A.

 V. Advantages ofthe Present Electronic Settlement
System

[0419] (1) Advantages for the User
[0420] The present settlement method is different from
cash payment and can be used in gamehalls. Thus, even when
running short of cash in hand in a gamehall, the user can buy
rental balls, rental medals, any product, or the like by an easy
settlement action(a process of performing suchan easyinput
operation as holds the mobile communication terminal 20A
over the negotiable-value providing apparatus 30A).
[0421] While playing games, the user mayhit a bull’s eye
with no orlittle cash in handbutbe likely to runshort ofballs
or medals in hand.In this case, the user can additionally buy
rental balls or the like by an easy operation. ‘The user can thus
feel secure to continue games without worrying about the
cash balance.

[0422] Furthermore, the user can feel secure to carry out the
settlement action because the user’s mobile communication
terminal is used for the settlement action. The user canfurther
feel secure to settle the account because of the non-need to

input the card numberor the personal identification number,
preventing the record. of the card number or the personal
identification number from remaining in the shop or being
unfairly acquired by a malicious person as is the case with
ordinary credit and debit cards.
[0423] Furthermore, information distribution is available
which is based on usage information acquired by the elec-
tronic settlement server 10A. Thus, more variousservices are
expected to be available.

[0424]
[0425]
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(2) Advantages for the Shop (Administrator)
Even when runningshort of cash in hand asa result

of playing games, the user can further buy rental balls or
rental medals via the present electronic settlement system.
This increases the operation rate of the game machines and
the possibility that such users make a purchase in the shop.
Thus, the sales of the gamehall are expected to increase.
Furthermore, information is available which indicates the
game machines on whichthe user has played and the amount
ofmoneyfor whichthe user has played. Consequently, based
on the information, the operation status ofthe game machines
can be determined in detail, and the user’s preferences can
also be known. Therefore, the information can be utilized for
marketing.
[0426] Theuseof the present electronic settlement system
avoids increasing cash used in the shop. This facilitates credit
management and improves security management.
[0427]
[0428]

(3) Advantages [for the Settlement Company
The operation of the present electronic settlement

system enables the settlement company to determine the
playing statuses of players who are users. The settlement
company can thus accumulate data to be referenced for the
development, sale, marketing, or the like of game machines.
[0429] (4) The present invention can be implemented
regardless ofwhether the authentication server 90. serving as
the certification agency (CA), is another company’s server
commonly used or a server constructed by the settlement
company.

 VI. Fourth Embodiment

[0430] Now, a fourth embodimentofthe present invention
will be described. The fourth embodimenthas a configuration
and functions basically similar to those ofthe secondorthird
embodiment. The fourth embodimentis further characterized

by having the function of adding casino chips in hand or the
amount, level, or cash stored in a prepaid card, an IC card, or
the like to a user retained amount 1003A stored in an elec-
tronic settlement server 10A. This addition is carricd out

using a terminal apparatus that can communicate with the
electronic settlement server. The terminal apparatus is the
user’s mobile communication terminal or a computer
installed at an appropriate location such as a casino reception
desk.

[0431] In the fourth embodiment, the above-described
function allows the present electronic settlement system to
hold remaining, casino chips or the remaining amount, level,
or the like in the prepaid card instead ofthe userif the user
ends or suspends the game. The user’s convenience is thus
improved.
[0432| FIG. 45 shows an example of the configuration of
the electronic settlement system according to the fourth
embodiment. An electronic settlement system 1B according
to the fourth embodiment is different from the electronic

settlement system 1A (sec FIG. 17) according to the second
and third embodiments in that the electronic settlement sys-
tem 1B further has a computer 98 configured to request an
electronic settlement server 10B to carry out addition(credit).
Furthermore, the configurations of the electronic settlement
server 10B and a mobile communication terminal 10B are
different from those ofthe electronic settlement servers 10A

and mobile communication terminals 10A according to the
second and third embodiments. The mobile communication
terminal 10B has functions similar to those of the mobile

communication terminal 10A andthe function of serving as a
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terminal apparatus configured to requestthe electronic settle-
ment server 10B to carry out an addition (credit).
[0433] ‘Lhe computer 98 is an apparatus having the function
of communicating with the electronic settlement server 10B.
The computer 98 includesa central processing unit (CPU),a
main memory (RAM), a read only memory (ROM), an 1/0
device (I/O), and an external storage device such as a hard
disk device as required.
[0434] Upon receiving a request for an addition (credit)
from a user(player), the operator of the computer 98 checks
the amount, level, or the like to be added (credited). For
example, for a requestfor an addition (credit) of casino chips,
the operator performs, for example, an operation ofcounting
casino chips. Furthermore, for a request for an addition
(credit) with a prepaid card, the operator reads the remaining
amount using a separately prepared prepaid card reading
apparatus. Additionally, if the remaining amountin the pre-
paid card is managed by a managing apparatus suchas a hall
computer, the operator reads the ID number of the card
instead of the remaining, amount.
[0435] Then, the operator inputs information (for example,
auser ID) identifying the user and informationindicating the
amount, level, or the like to be added, to the computer 98. The
computer 98 executes an addition (credit) process to generate
a message requesting an addition ofa value corresponding to
information indicative of the amount, level, or the like to be
addedto the value ofthe userretained amount 1003A ina user

record 1001A corresponding to the information identifying
the user. The computer 98 then transmits the messageto the
electronic settlement server 10B via a communication net-
work 50.

[0436] Upon receiving the message, the electronic settle-
ment server 10B executes a process of adding the value cor-
respondingto the information indicative of the amount, level,
orthelike to be addedto the value ofthe user retained amount

1003A in the user record 1001A correspondingto the infor-
mation identifying the user.
[0437] Now, the mobile communication terminal 20B
according to the fourth embodiment will be described. As
described above, the mobile communication terminal 20B
functions as the mobile communication terminals 20A

according to the second and third embodiments. The mobile
communication terminal 20B further has the function ofgen-
erating a message requesting an addition of the value corre-
spondingto information indicative ofthe amount, level, or the
like to be added to the value of the user retained amount

1003.in the user record 1001A and transmitting the message
to the electronic settlement server 10B via the communica-

tion network 50, similarly to the above-described computer
98. The informationindicative ofthe amount, level, or the like
to be added need notdirectly indicate the amount, level, or the
like but may be informationthat can be used as a search key
to acquire information directly indicating the amount, level,
or the like. For example, the IC numberofthe prepaid card
may be the “information indicating the amount, level, or the
like” as used herein. In this case, upon receiving the ID
numberof the prepaid card or the like, the electronic settle-
ment server 10B mayinquire of the managing apparatus (for
example, a casino hall computer) managing the remaining
amount in the prepaid card, about the remaining amount
corresponding to the ID numberofthe prepaid card. The
electronic settlement server 10B may then execute an addi-
tion (credit) process using the remaining amount transmitted
in response to the inquiry as the amountorlevel.
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[0438] FIG. 46 shows an example of the configuration of
the mobile communication terminal 20B according to the
fourth embodiment. The configuration of the negotiable-
value providing apparatus 30A is the same as those according
to the second and third embodiments. Furthermore, the same
components as those of the mobile communication terminal
20A (see FIG. 19) are denoted by the samereference numer-
als and will thus not be described below in detail.

[0439] The mobile communication terminal 20Bhasa ter-
minal-side short-distance communication unil 201, a pay-
ment request generating unit 202, a radio communication unit
203, an input unit 204, an output unit 205, a user information
storage unit 207, a transfer request generating unit 208, an
electronic contract applying unit 206, and a credit request
generating unit 209.
[0440] Based on information input via an output unit 204
and identifying the user and information also input via the
input unit 204 and indicating an amount, a level, or the like to
be added, the credit request generating unit 209 generates a
message requesting an addition of a value corresponding to
the information indicative of the amount, level, or the like to
be added to the value ofthe user retained amount 1003inthe

user record 1001A corresponding to the information identi-
fying the user. The generated request message is passed to the
radio communicationunit 203, which then transmits a radio
signal modulated based on the request message.
[0441] Now,the electronic settlement server 10B according
to the fourth embodiment will be described. FIG. 47 is a

diagram showing an exampleofthe configuration ofthe elec-
tronic settlement server 10B in the fourth embodiment. The

electronic settlement server 10B includes the components of
the electronic settlement servers 10A according to the second
and third embodiments and further includes a credit request
processing unit 410B. The same componentsas those of the
electronic settlement server 10A according to the second and
third embodiments are denoted bythe same reference numer-
als and will thus not be described below in detail.

[0442] The addition request processing unit 410B acquires
a message requesting an addition from the computer 98or the
mobile communication terminal 20B via a network commu-

nication processing unit 401A. Upon receiving the message,
the addition request processing unit 410B searches user
retained amount data 700A and adds a value corresponding to
informationindicative of an amount, a level, or the like to be
added, to the value of the user retained amount 1003A in the
user record 1001A correspondingto information contained in
the message and identifying the user. The addition request
processing unit 410B then allowsthe result of the addition to
be stored.

[0443] Now, a specific example of an addition process in
the electronic settlement system 10B according to the fourth
embodiment based on the second embodiment will be

described. FIGS. 48 and 49 are diagrams showing an example
ofan addition process inthe electronic settlement system 1B
according to the fourth embodiment based on the second
embodiment.

[0444] FIG. 48 showsthat “10,000 yen”is stored in the
electronic settlement server 10B as the user retained amount
1003A. The other conditions are similar to those described
with reference to FIG. 33.

[0445] It is assumedthat inthis state, the user is provided
with 2,000 yen ofprepaid card by the negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30A. FIG. 49 shows an example of the
stored contents of the electronic settlement server 20B and a
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charge accommodating network 40A obtained after the user
has acquired 2,000 yen of prepaid card. The user retained
amount 1003A has been rewritten from “10,000 yen’ to
“8,000 yen’, obtained by subtracting 2,000 yen from the
10,000 yen. Furthermore, a game hall company retained
amount 903A hasbeen rewritten from “0 yen”to “2,000 yen”.
[0446] Itis assumedthat the user having acquired the 2,000
yen of prepaid card then spends 1,000 yen, ends playing
games, and then in order to return the remaining amount of
1,000 yen to the electronic settlement system 1B, requests the
electronic settlement server 10B to add 1,000 yen, via the
computer 98 or the mobile communication terminal 20B.
[0447] Upon receiving the message transmitted by the
computer 98 or the mobile communication terminal 20B and
requesting an addition of1,000 yen,the electronic settlement
server 10B, morespecifically the addition request processing
unit 410B, rewrites the user retained amount 1003A and the
game hall companyretained amount 903A according to the
contents ofthe request message. "IG. 50 shows an example in
which the user retained amount 1003A and the gamehall
companyretained amount 903A have been rewritten accord-
ing to the contents of the request message. The user retained
amount 1003Ahas beenrewritten to “9,000 yen”, obtained by
adding 1,000 yen to “8,000 yen”. Furthermore, the gamehall
company retained amount 903A has been rewritten from
2,000 yen to 1,000 yen.
[0448] The above-described processing enables the user to
reuse the negotiable value the user has not spent, later via the
electronic settlement system 1B.
[0449] Now, a specific example of an addition process in
the electronic settlement system 1B according to the fourth
embodiment based on the third embodiment will be

described. FIG. 51 to FIG. 53 are diagrams showing an
example of an addition process in the electronic settlement
system 1B according to the fourth embodiment based on the
third embodiment.

[0450] FIG. 51 shows that “10,000 yen” is stored in the
electronic settlement server 10B as the user retained amount
1003A. The other conditions are similar to those described
with reference to FIG. 42.

[0451] It is assumedthat in this state, the user is provided
with 1,000 yen of prepaid card by the negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus 30A. FIG. 52 shows an example of the
stored contents ofthe electronic settlement server 20B and the

charge accommodating network 40.A obtained after the user
has acquired 1,000 yen of prepaid card. The user retained
amount 1003A has been rewritten from “10,000 yen’ to
“9,000 yen’, obtained by subtracting 1,000 yen from the
10,000 yen.
[0452] Itis assumedthat the user having acquired the 1,000
yen ofprepaid card then spends 500 yen, ends playing games,
and then in order to return the remaining amount of 500 yen
to the electronic settlement system 1B, requests the electronic
settlement server 10B to add 500 yen, via the computer 98 or
the mobile communication terminal 20B.

[0453] Upon receiving the message transmitted by the
computer 98 or the mobile communication terminal 20B and
requesting an addition of 500 yen, the electronic settlement
server 10B, more specifically the addition request processing
unit 410B, rewrites the user retained amount 1003A accord-
ing to the contents ofthe request message. FIG. 53 shows an
example in which the user retained amount 1003. has been
rewritten according to the contents of the request message.
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Theuser retained amount 1003A has been rewritten to “9,500
yen”, obtained by adding 500 yen to “9,000 yen”.
[0454] The above-described processing enables the user to
reuse the negotiable value the user has not spent yet, later via
the electronic settlement system 1B.
[0455] The fourth embodiment maybe varied similarly to
the first to third embodiments.

1. An electronic settlement system comprising an elec-
tronic settlement server, a mobile communication terminal
capable of communicating with the electronic settlement
server, and a negotiable-value providing apparatus capable of
communicating with the electronic settlement server and the
mobile communication terminal, wherein:

the mobile communication terminal acquires equipment
identification information identifying the negotiable-
value providing apparatus, from a negotiable-valuc pro-
viding apparatus, generates a settlement request mes-
sage containing user identification information
identifying a user, a transfer amount corresponding to
consideration for provision ofa negotiable value, andthe
equipmentidentification information, and transmits the
settlement request messageto the electronic settlement
server,

according to a result ofa check ofacredit status ofthe user
identified based on the user identification information,
the electronic settlement server transmits, to the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus, a provisioninstruction
message instructing the negotiable-value providing
apparatusto provide a negotiable value corresponding to
the transfer amount, and transmits a transfer request
message requesting a transfer of an amount correspond-
ing to the transfer amount from the user’s account to a
predetermined account, and

uponreceiving the provision instruction message from the
electronic settlement server, the negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus provides a negotiable value corre-
sponding to the transfer amount.

2. The electronic settlement system according to claim 1,
wherein the predetermined account is the account of an
administrator ofthe negotiable-value providing apparatus.

3. The electronic settlement system according to claim 1,
whereinthe predetermined account is the account ofan elec-
tronic settlement system operator.

4, The electronic settlement system according to claim 1,
wherein before transmitting the provision instruction mes-
sage and the transfer request message, the electronic settle-
ment server stores a computerized contract document for a
contract between the user and a settlement companycorre-
sponding to the electronic settlement system operator, the
computerized contract document specifying that the scttle-
ment company withdrawsa specified amount from the user
account, as well as a computerized contract documentstorage
original including the user’s electronic signature and the
settlement company’s electronic signature both verified and
attached to the computerized contract document.

5. The electronic settlement system according to claim 4,
wherein the electronic settlement server transmits the com-

puterized contract document storage original for a bank in
which the user account for dealing is present.

6. An electronic settlement server wherein uponreceiving,
from a mobile communication terminal, a settlement request
message containing user identification information identify-
ing a user, a transfer amount corresponding to consideration
for provision of a negotiable value, and equipment identifi-
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cation information, which is information identifying a nego-
tiable-valuc providing apparatus from which the user has
requested provision of the negotiable value, the electronic
settlementserver transmits, according to a result ofa check of
a credit status of the user identified based on the user identi-

fication information, a provision instruction message
instructing the negotiable-value providing apparatus identi-
fied based on the equipment identification information to
provide a negotiable value corresponding to the transfer
amount, and transmits a transfer request message requesting
a transfer of an amount corresponding to the transfer amount
from the user’s account to a predetermined account.

7. Uhe electronic settlement server according to claim6,
wherein the predetermined account is the account of an
administrator of the negotiable-value providing apparatus.

8. The electronic settlement server according to claim 6,
wherein the predetermined accountis the account of an elec-
tronic settlement system operator.

9. The electronic settlement server according to any of
claim 6, wherein before transmitting the provision instruction
message and the transfer request message, the electronic
settlement server stores a computerized contract document
for a contract between the user and a settlement company
corresponding to the electronic settlement system operator,
the computerized contract document specifying that the
setuement company withdrawsa specified amount from the
user account, as well as a computerized contract document
storage original including the user’s electronic signature and
the settlement company’s electronic signature both verified
attached ta the computerized contract document.

10. ‘The electronic settlement system according to claim 4,
wherein the electronic settlement server transmits the com-

puterized contract document storage original addressed to a
bank in which the user account for dealing is present.

11. A negotiable-value providing apparatus transmitting
equipment identification information identifying the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus to a mobile communication
terminal, and upon receiving a provision instruction message
transmitted in responseto a settlement request message con-
taining user identification information identifying a user, a
transfer amount corresponding to consideration for a nego-
tiable value, and the equipment identification information,
providing the negotiable value corresponding to the transfer
amount.

12. A mobile communication terminal acquiring equip-
ment identification information identifying a negotiable-
value providing, apparatus, from the negotiable-value provid-
ing apparatus, generating a settlement request message
containing useridentification informationidentifying a user,
a transfer amount corresponding to consideration for provi-
sion of a negotiable value, and the equipment identification
information, transmitting the settlement request message to
an electronic settlement server, and according to a result ofa
checkofa credit statusofthe user carried outby the electronic
settlementserver, allowing the electronic settlement server to
transmit, to the negotiable-value providing apparatus, a pro-
vision instruction message instructing the negoliable-value
providing, apparatus to provide a negotiable value corre-
sponding to the transfer amount.

13. An electronic settlement method comprising:
a step of recciving equipment identification information

identifying a negotiable-value providing apparatus;
a step of generating a settlement request message contain-

ing user identification information identifying a user, a
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transfer amount corresponding to consideration for a
negotiable valuc, and the equipmentidentification infor-
mation, and transmitting the settlement request mes-
sage;

a step of, in response to the settlement request message,
inquiring abouta credit status of the user, and according
to a result for the inquiry of the user’s credit status,
transmitting, to a negotiable-value providing apparatus
identified by the equipment identification information, a
provision instruction message instructing the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus to provide a negotiable
value corresponding to the transfer amount;

astep oftransmitting, a transfer request message requesting
a transfer of an amount corresponding to the transfer
amount froman accountofthe useridentified bythe user
identification information to a predetermined account;
and

a step of, according to the provision instruction message,
providing the negotiable value corresponding to the
ransfer amountto the negotiable-valve providing appa-

ratus.

14. The electronic settlement method according to claim
(3, further comprising:

a step ofreceiving a computerized contract documentfora
contract between the user and a settlement company
correspondingto the electronic settlement system opera-
or, the computerized contract documentspecifying that
he settlement company withdrawsa specified amount
rom the user account, and the user’s electronic signature

and electronic certificate attached to the computerized
contract document;

a step ofverifying the user’s electronic signature and elec-
ronic certificate, and according lo a resull of the verifi-
cation, transmitting the computerized contract docu-
ment and the settlement company’s electronic signature
and electronic certificate; and

a step ofreceiving and storing the computerized contract
document and a computerized contract documentstor-
age original containing the user’s electronic signature
and the settlement company’s electronic signature, anda
time stamp attachedthereto.

15. The mobile communication terminal according to
claim 12, further comprising, in response to one operation, a
process of determining the transfer amount specified as con-
sideration for the negotiable value and a process of carrying
out the settlement request requesting provision of the nego-
tiable value correspondingto the transfer amount.

16. An electronic settlement system comprising an elec-
tronic settlement server capable of requesting a charge
accommodating network managing a user account, a scttle-
ment company account, and a game hall company account to
carry out a transfer between the accounts and storing a user
retained amount and a gamehall companyretained amount, a
mobile communication terminal, and a negotiable-value pro-
viding apparatus, characterizedin that:

the mobile communication terminal communicates with

the negotiable-value providing apparatus via short-dis-
tance communication meansto acquire equipmentiden-
fication information identifying the negotiable-value
providing apparatus, generates a payment request mes-
sage containing useridentification informationidentify-
ing a user and the equipmentidentification information,
and transmits the payment request messageto the elec-
tronic settlement server,
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the electronic settlement server adds a usertransfer amount

corresponding to an amounttransferred from the user
account to the settlement company account, to the user
retained amount, instructs, according to the payment
request message, the negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus to provide a negotiable value corresponding to a
user payment amount, subtracts an amount correspond-
ing to the user payment amount from the user retained
amount, while adding an amount corresponding to the
user payment amount to a game hall company retained
amount, and requests the charge accommodating net-
work to transfer an amount corresponding to the game
hall companyretained amountfrom the settlement com-
pany account to the game hall companyaccount, and

upon receiving the instruction to provide the negotiable
value from the electronic settlement server, the nego-
tiable-value providing apparatus provides the negotiable
value corresponding to the user payment amount.

17. An electronic settlement server capable of requesting a
charge accommodating network managing a user account, a
settlement company account, and a game hall company
account to carry out a transfer between the accounts, and
instructing a negoliable-value providing apparatus, according
lo a payment request message [rom a mobile information
terminal, to provide a negotiable value corresponding to a
user payment amount, comprising:

storage means for storing a user retained amount and a
game hall companyretained amount;

transfer request processing means for adding the user
transfer amount corresponding to the transfer amount
from the user account to the settlement company
account, to the user retained amount,

payment request processing means for, according to the
payment request message, subtracting the amount cor-
responding to the user payment amount from the user
retained amount, while adding the amount correspond-
ing to the user payment amount to the gamehall com-
panyretained amount, and requesting the charge accom-
modating networkto transfer the amount corresponding
to the game hall companyretained amount from the
settlement company account to the game hall company
account; and

provision instructing meansforinstructing the negotiable-
value providing apparatus to provide the negotiable
value corresponding to the user payment amount.

18. A mobile communication terminal carrying out com-
munication via short-distance communication means to

acquire equipment identification information identifving a
negotiable-value providing apparatus from the negotiable-
value providing apparatus, generating a payment request
message containing user identification information identify-
ing a user and the equipment identification information, and
transmitting the payment request message to an electronic
settlement server to allow the electronic settlement server to

instruct the negotiable-value providing apparatusto provide a
negotiable value corresponding to a user payment amount.

19. An electronic settlement method comprising:
a step of requesting a charge accommodating network to

transfer a transfer amount specified bya user from a uscr
accountto a settlement company account;

astcp ofadding a user transfer amount correspondingto the
transfer amount, to a user retained amount for storage;

a step of receiving a payment request message containing
equipmentidentification information acquired through
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communication with a negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus via short-distance communication meansand iden-

tifying the negotiable-value providing apparatus and
useridentification information identifying the user;
step of, according to the payment request message,
instructing the negotiable-value providing apparatus to
provide a negotiable value corresponding to a user pay-
ment amount;

a step of subtracting an amount correspondingto the user
payment amount from the user retained amount, while
adding the amount corresponding to the user payment
amount to a game hall companyretained amount; and

a step of requesting the charge accommodating network to
transfer an amount corresponding to the gamehall com-
pany retained amount from the settlement company
account to the game hall company account.

20. An electronic settlement system comprising an elec-
tronic settlement server capable of requesting a charge
accommodating network managing a user account, a settle-
ment company account, and a game hall company account to
carry out a transfer between the accounts, the electronic
settlement server being capable of storing a user retained
amount, a mobile communication terminal, and a negotiable-
value providing apparatus, wherein:

the mobile communication terminal communicates with

the negotiable-value providing apparatus via short-dis-
tance communication meansto acquire equipmentiden-
fication information identifying the negotiable-value
providing apparatus, generates a payment request mes-
sage containing user identification information identify-
ing a user and the equipmentidentification information,
and transmits the payment request message to the elec-
tronic settlement server,

the electronic settlementserveradds a user transfer amount

corresponding to an amount transferred from the user
account to the settlement company account, to the user
retained amount and requests the charge accommodat-
ing network to transfer an amount corresponding to the
transfer amount fromthe settlement company accountto
the game hall company account, then according to the
paymentrequest message,instructs the negotiable-value
providing apparatus to provide a negotiable value corre-
sponding to a user payment amount, and subtracts an
amountcorrespondingto the user payment amount from
the user retained amount, and

upon receiving the instruction to provide the negotiable
value, the negotiable-value providing apparatus pro-
vides the negotiable value corresponding to the user
payment amount.

21. An electronic settlementserver capable of requesting a
charge accommodating network managing a user account, a
setuement company account, and a game hall company
account to carry out a transfer between the accounts, and
according to a payment request message from a mobile com-
munication terminal, instructing a negotiable-value provid-
ing apparatus to provide a negotiable value corresponding to
a user payment amount, comprising:

storage meansfor storing a user retained amount;
transfer request processing means for adding a usertrans-

fer amount correspondingto a transfer amount fromthe
user account to the settlement company account, to the
userretained amount, and requesting the charge accom-
modating network to transfer an amount corresponding
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to the transfer amount from the settlement company
account to the game hall company account;

payment processing means for, according to the payment
request message, subtracting an amount corresponding
to the user payment amount from the user retained
amount; and

provision instructing meansfor instructing the negotiable-
value providing apparatus to provide the negotiable
value corresponding to the user payment amount.

22. Anelectronic settlement method comprising:
a step of requesting a charge accommodating network to

transfer a transfer amount specified bya user fromauser
account to a settlement company account;

a step of requesting the charge accommodating network to
transfer an amount correspondingto the transfer amount
from the settlement company account to a game hall
company account;

astep ofadding a user transfer amount corresponding to the
transfer amount from the user accountto the settlement

company account. to a userretained amountforstorage;
a step of receiving a payment request message containing

equipmentidentification information acquired through
communication with a negotiable-value providing appa-
ratus via short-distance communication meansand iden-

tifying the negotiable-value providing apparatus and
useridentification information identifying the user;
step of, according to the payment request message,
instructing the negotiable-value providing apparatus to
provide a negotiable value correspondingto a user pay-
ment amount: and

a step of subtracting an amount corresponding to the user
payment amount fromthe user retained amount.

23. The electronic setthement system according to claim
16, wherein before transmitting the provision instruction
message and the transfer request message, the electronic
settlement server stores a computerized contract document
for a contract between the user and a settlement company
corresponding to the electronic settlement system operator,
the computerized contract document specifying that the
settlement company withdraws a specified amount from the
user account, as well as a computerized contract document
storage original including the user’s electronic signature and
the settlement company’selectronic signature both verified
and attached to the computerized contract document.

24. The clectronic settlement system according to claim
23, the electronic settlement server transmits the computer-
ized contract documentstorage original for a bank in which
the user account for dealing is present.

25. The electronic settlement server according to claim 17,
wherein before transmitting the provision instruction mes-

2
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sage and the transfer request message, the electronic settle-
ment server stores a computerized contract document for a
contract between the user and a settlement companycorre-
sponding to the electronic settlement system operator, the
computerized contract document specifying that the scttle-
ment company withdraws a specified amount from the user
account, as well as a computerized contract document storage
original including the user’s electronic signature and the
settlement company’s electronic signature both verified
attached to the computerized contract document.

26. The electronic settlement system according to claim
25, wherein the electronic settlement server transmits the
computerized contract document storage original addressed
to a bank in which the user accountfor dealing is present.

27. The electronic settlement method according to claim
19, further comprising:

a step ofreceiving a computerized contract documentfor a
contract between the user and a setthkement company
correspondingto the electronic settlement system opera-
tor, the computerized contract documentspecifying that
the settlement company withdrawsa specified amount
from the user account, and a the user’s electronic signa-
ture and electronic certificate attached to the computer-
ized contract document;

a step ofverifying the user’s electronic signature and elec-
tronic certificate. and according to a result of the verifi-
cation, transmitting the computerized contract docu-
ment and the settlement company’selectronic signature
and electronic certificate; and

a step of receiving and storing the computerized contract
document and a computerized contract documentstor-
age original containing the user’s electronic signature
and the settlement company’s electronic signature, anda
lime stamp allached thereto.

28. The electronic settlement system according to claim
16, wherein uponreceiving a message requesting an addition
to the user retained amount, the electronic settlement server
carries out an addition on the user retained amount of the

corresponding user.
29. The electronic settlement server according to claim 17,

further comprising an addition request processing unit for,
upon receiving a message requesting an addition to the user
retained amount, carrying out an addition on theuserretained
amountof the correspondinguser.

30. The electronic settlement method according to claim
19, further comprising a step of, upon receiving a message
requesting an addition to the user retained amount, carrying
out an addition onthe userretained amountofthe correspond-
ing, user. 3
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